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Abstract

This thesis presents the design, implementation and testing of a microcontroller-based 

closed-loop tuning-controller (CLTC) for a tunable dye laser. The specific goal is to 

precisely control and maintain the tuning of a tunable dye laser. This laser is used as a 

transmitter in a resonance lidar system that operates at 589nm and measures the 

mesospheric sodium layer. During operation, the operating frequency (or tuning) of 

the laser drifts due to environmental changes and the resonance signal (and 

measurement quality) is reduced. The controller uses the current signal from a sodium 

Hollow Cathode Lamp (HCL) to sense changes in the laser tuning.

The CLTC incorporates both analog and digital circuitry. The amplifiers in the analog 

circuit have both sufficient slew rate (>5 V/ps) and gain-bandwidth product (45x10  ̂

Hz) to accurately capture the HCL signal. A high pass filter in the analog circuit 

removes the floating bias of the HCL and provides a stable signal to the digital circuit. 

The digital circuit is based on a Motorola 68HC12 microcontroller. The microcontroller 

monitors the signal from the HCL as it scans the laser wavelength and tunes the laser 

to the wavelength that maximizes the amplitude of the HCL signal. The CLTC can scan 

the laser at the resolution determined by the mechanical hardware of the laser system 

(0.14 pm), which is a factor of six times greater than resolution provided by the 

manufacturer software (1 pm). Our tests show that the CLTC can both tune the laser 

to and maintain the laser at the resonance frequency. The microprocessor software 

can be readily changed to accommodate changes in the optical sensor and the 

scanning methodology.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction

In April 1999, an excimer-pumped dye laser (manufactured by Lambda Physik AG, 

Gottingen, Germany) was installed at Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR). The lidar

transmitter consists of two lasers: an LPX220i® excimer laser, and a Scanmate 2® dye 

laser. The laser system was integrated to operate as a resonance lidar during summer 

1999 [Breese, 2001]. In this chapter we describe the behavior of the resonance lidar 

and the course of the system upgrades.

1.2. Open Loop Resonance Lidar Controller

Lambda Physik provided a connect software program, Scanmate®> that allows the 

laser operator control the tuning of the dye laser. The program allows the operator to 

tune the nominal wavelength of the laser in 1 pm steps. Under typical atmospheric 

conditions, the mesospheric Na (sodium) and Fe (iron) linewidths are 1.24 pm and 0.51 

pm respectively. Hence the 1 pm resolution does not ensure that the laser wavelength 

coincides the peak of the atomic spectral line. Tao Hou, as a part of his Master’s thesis 

improved the tuning resolution of the dye laser. Hou developed a software program 

’ScanFine’ that allows the operator control the tuning of the dye laser at a resolution 

of approximately one-tenth of a picometer enhancing the lidar measurements [Hou et 

al., 2002; Hou, 2002]. Despite this improvement the laser tuning still needs operator 

intervention in an open loop system.

1.3. Resonance Scattering

A resonance interaction between a photon and an atom (or molecule) occurs when the 

energy of the photon equals the energy gap between the two energy states of the 

atom. When the atom absorbs this photon, the photon transfers its energy to the 

atom. The atom now reaches its excited state E2 (Figure 1.1a). An atom can emit a
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photon when the atom loses energy and reaches its ground state E-| (Figure 1.1b). The 

relationship between the change of energy (E2-E1) and the frequency of the photon 

(V21) was given by Planck as,

E2 -  Ex= h v 2x (1.1)

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Resonance interaction (a) photon absorption (b) photon emission.

Where h is Planck’s constant (6.63 x 10'34 J.s) [Planck, 1900]. In this simple model 

there is one single frequency of the radiation that matches the energy gap between 

the states. Thus the spectral distribution of the radiation would be a delta function,

g(v) = < ?(v -v12) (1.2)

However due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [Heisenberg, 1927] the 

uncertainty in determining the energy width AE of an energy level and the uncertainty 

in the lifetime of the state At are related by,

EE-At = (1.3)

For the ground state (E = 0), AE = 0 and therefore At = 00. Atoms stay in their ground

state indefinitely. However, excited states (E *  0) have a finite lifetime (At = x) and

accordingly an energy state has a range of energy values,

EE = hl27tT (1-4)

Thus the spectral distribution contains a variety of frequencies over a range,

Av = A E / h = (1.5)

This phenomenon is called as the natural broadening of the spectrum and the natural 

emission linewidth of the transition is termed as Avn. In a simple model of exponential 

decay of excited states, the lineshape function is given as,
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y TI An2' ul (1.6)

where l(v) is the intensity of radiation and y Tul is the total decay rate of the upper and 

lower levels. We thus have a finite bandwidth over which an atom can absorb or emit

radiation. For example for sodium (Na) atom the resonance frequency is 5 .0 9 x 1 0 ^  Hz 

while the lifetime is 16 ns the FWHM linewidth is 9.94 MHz. In electrical engineering 

terms the sodium atom is a resonator with a Q factor of (v/Av) = 51.2x10^. This 

situation describes an atom at rest. However, atoms in a gas are at rest only at 0 K. At 

nonzero temperatures atoms have kinetic energy and are in constant motion. Consider 

an atom moving towards an observer at velocity v (Figure 1.2). The observer transmits 

a beam of light of frequency vq toward the atom. In the rest frame of the atom the

light has frequency v q (1 + v/c). Resonance absorption only occurs if the frequency in 

the rest frame of the atom is v -|2 and so we require v q (1 + v/c) = v-|2- The atom 

reradiates at v -|2 yielding a frequency v -|20 + v/c) in the rest frame of the observer.

Figure 1.2: Doppler velocity.

For an ensemble of atoms with a distribution of velocities, by dithering the frequency 

of the light about the resonance frequency the observer interacts with different 

subpopulations of the ensemble of atoms with different velocities. For a gas composed 

of many atoms at temperature greater than 0 K the atoms have a Maxwellian 

distribution of speed that is isotropically distributed in direction. The absorption 

spectrum of the atoms is now described by a Voigt function. The Voigt function is not 

analytic but can be approximated by a Gaussian function as,

observer atomv

o

(1.7)
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where T is the atom temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant and M is the mass of 

the atom. For Na atoms at 200 K (a typical temperature in the mesosphere) the FWHM 

is given by,

and has a value of 1.07 GHz. Here is the mass number of the atom. The value of

the Doppler width is 107 times greater than the natural linewidth Avn, which is one of

the conditions under which a Gaussian approximates a Voigt function. The Gaussian 

spectrum reflects the fact that in an ensemble of atoms at temperature T the 

strongest absorption (or emission) occurs at the resonance frequency v -|2 with those

atoms that are at rest (or moving orthogonally) to the light beam which constitute the 

largest subpopulation of the ensemble. As the light beam is detuned from resonance 

(i.e. the frequency moves away from the resonance) the population of atoms with 

velocities that Doppler shift the frequency to the resonance frequency gets smaller 

and the absorption (or emission) is reduced. Eventually at frequencies far from 

resonance (i.e. off resonance), no atoms in the ensemble have sufficiently large 

velocities to Doppler shift the frequency to the resonance frequency and there is no 

absorption (or emission) at these frequencies.

1.4. Backscattering Cross section

As the laser light travels through the atmosphere it imparts its energy to the 

resonance layer atoms. When these excited atoms revert to their ground state, they 

generate an isotropically scattered radiation. The resonance layer atoms are in 

gaseous state and move randomly in every direction due to their kinetic energy, which 

increases with the temperature of the gas [e.g. Silfvast, 1996; Verdeyen, 1995]. The 

velocity distribution function for the atoms in gaseous state, follow the Maxwellian 

distribution. Thus the spectral line associated with an atomic transition encounters 

Doppler broadening due to the shift in the resonance frequency associated with 

emitting atoms. The spectral line can be described as a probability density function 

Ps(v), which represents the probability that a given atom will emit a photon of

(1.8)
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frequency v. Ps(v) has a Gaussian shape and the rms width of the line is proportional

to the square root of the temperature [e.g. Silfvast, 1996]. Equation 1.9 gives the 

amplitude of scattering cross section per atom, which is the strength of the scattering 

of the light by that atom,

g 2 ^21 ̂c(v) = ® P s (v) (1.9)
g, 8

Where, 21 an<1 S2 are the degeneracy of the relative energy states equal to 4.0 and 2.0 

respectively for Na, the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient A21 equals 0.63x10^

s '1. X, is the wavelength of spontaneous emission, the branching ratio O is 1 for Na at 

589 nm.

The Na atom has a doublet spectrum with lines at 5.093x1014 Hz (589.0 nm) and

5.088x10^4 Hz (589.6 nm) termed as D2 and D-| lines respectively. This is the fine

structure of Na spectrum. The D2 line is stronger than the line in both emission and

absorption thus attracting more interest in the sodium lidar research. The D2 line is

composed of six hyperfine lines that are grouped in two clusters yielding a spectrum 

that can be represented as a superposition of two Gaussian lines, termed as the D2a

and D25 lines [e.g. She and Yu, 1995; Fricke and von Zahn, 1985]. In Figure 1.3 the D2 

line is plotted as a function of frequency, relative to the weighted center wavelength 

of the D2 lines at 589.1583 nm, for different temperatures. It clearly shows that as the 

temperature increases, the Doppler widths of the D2a and D25 lines increase due to 

increase in the kinetic energy of the gas, resulting in the D2 line appearing less as a 

doublet and more of a singlet.

The interaction of a laser line of nonzero bandwidth with the atomic spectral line can 

be treated as a convolution of the two gaussian functions. The effective 

backscattering cross section Ceff (v )  at a laser frequency v|_is now given by,

&2 2̂1 ̂
Ceff(VI ) ~

g i
® - 0 V ( v £) (1.10)
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The (jgffiv) is a frequency dependent convolution of the laser line shape P/_(v) and the 

spectral line shape Ptf  v) expressed as,

(VJ  = PL <yL ) *P R(y~(1.11)
The laser line shape can be modeled as a Gaussian profile where the width is usually 

quoted as the FWHM in units of wavelength. Consider a typical laser line of width AA 

equal to 2pm. Using the formula,

Af = -^A k  (1.12)
A

the laser linewidth (expressed in terms of frequency) Af is equal to 1.7GHz. The 

variation of Cg^with laser frequency is plotted in Figure 1.4 at several different laser 

linewidths. As we expect, our ability to discriminate between the and spectral 

lines is reduced as the laser linewidth increases.

1.5. The Lidar Equation

In laser remote sensing the lidar equation describes the expected signal return from 

the atmosphere. Out of the variety of forms of the equation we follow the approach of 

Gardner and co-workers [1989]. The equation for Rayleigh lidar is expressed as,

N(z) = [?]T2l E , R LE t

h e/
Vk

z2
+ Nb (z) (1.13)

Here N(z) is the expected photon count from altitude range (z-Az/2, z+Az/2). is

the background light and is unvarying with altitude. The first term in the equation 

represents the loss of signal due to transmission and reception through the 

atmosphere. represents the transmission and detection efficiency. T2 is the two-way 

atmospheric transmission. The second term represents the number of photons 

transmitted by the laser. E/_ is the laser energy per shot in J, Rf_ is the repetition rate

of the laser in Hz and At is the period of time in s. The numerator is the total laser 

energy generated in time At, and the denominator (= hv) is the energy of a single 

photon of wavelength A. The third term represents the probability of Rayleigh 

scattering, the symbol p (z)is the atmospheric density at altitude z, Az is the range
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Variation of Total Scattering Cross Section 
as a Function of Temperature

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4

Frequency (SHz)

Figure 1.3: Variation of total scattering cross section of Na as a function of temperature for 

zero laser linewidth.

Variation of Effective Scattering Cross Section 
as a Function of Laser Linewidth

10

0
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Frequency (6Hz)

Figure 1.4: Variation of effective scattering cross section of Na as a function of the laser 

linewidth at 200 K.
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resolution for the measurement and cr*(v) is the Rayleigh backscattering cross

section. The fourth term represents the probability of the telescope catching the 

scattered photons. The symbol A is the area of the telescope, and z is the altitude. 

Because Rayleigh scattering is a dipole scattering, A/z2 represents the solid angle in 

steradian (sr) of the receiver.

The resonance lidar equation is written as,

Though both the Rayleigh and the resonance lidar equations look alike, there are two 

marked dissimilarities. Here the effective scattering cross section C^fvj describes the

resonant absorption and re-emission of the laser light by the atom of interest. The 

scattering cross section being isotropic the factor 4tt appears in the denominator of 

the equation yielding the scattering per steradian.

[p(z)Ceff(v)Az]-
Ajti

+  N b ( z ) (1.14)

A resonance lidar yields both the Rayleigh and resonantly scattered component. Figure 

1.5 shows the lidar signal from a resonance lidar operating at 589 nm. The resonance 

signal from the mesospheric Na layer is observed from 80 to 100 km. The background 

count becomes clearly identifiable above 110 km. From the lidar equation if we 

assume that the density of the Na layer and the molecular atmosphere remain 

constant over the measurement period, then the ratio of the resonance to Rayleigh 

signal can be written as a function of frequency as,

N(z0) - N ,) C T „»  
As we saw in Figure 1.5, the Rayleigh signal varies relatively weakly with frequency

(the classic v^ or more commonly while the resonance signal varies with

frequency. If the frequency of the laser light changes by 1 GHz, v^ changes by factor

of 1.000001965 (V2/V1)4 while the resonance signal changes by factor of 0.5 from

Figure 1.4. The ratio of resonance to Rayleigh signal can be written as,

R (z )~ C eff(v) (1.16)
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Na Resonance Laver

10 100 1000 

Photon Count

Figure 1.5: Photon count profiles at different wavelengths.

The resonance to Rayleigh ratio was measured on the night of October 30, 2001 and is 

plotted as a function of laser wavelength in Figure 1.6a. Fitting the ratio to a 

spectroscopic model of the sodium atom the ratio can be scaled to yield the effective 

scattering cross-section as a function of wavelength (dashed curve Figure 1.6b) and 

compared to a spectroscopic model (solid curve Figure 1.6b). Figure 1.6b and 1.6c are 

taken from Hou [2002]. By varying the assumed laser linewidth in the model and 

generating a set of possible Ceff(v|_), Hou [2002] was able to determine the linewidth

of the laser by looking for the best fit between the experimental data and the 

spectroscopic model curves. The measurements on the night of October 30, 2001 were 

made with a wavelength resolution of 1 pm and yielded a laser linewidth of 3.4 pm. 

Hou then attempted the measurements with a wavelength resolution of 0.14 pm and 

yielded a laser linewidth of 2.7 pm showing that the precise tuning yielded a better 

estimate of the laser linewidth (Figurel .6c). We term this exercise where we change 

the laser frequency and record the lidar signal a tuning scan.
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Resonance Lidar* Tuning

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

(a)

GI-U/4F Na Resonance Lidar

Offset (pm)

(b)

GI-UAF Na Resonance Lidar

Offset (pm)

(C)
Figure 1.6: (a) and (b) Na tuning measurement for the night October 30, 2001 (c) High 

resolution Na tuning measurement for the night of October 30, 2001.
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1.6. The Laser Resonator

The Scanmate 2® dye laser has three stages: an oscillator, a preamplifier and an 

amplifier [Hou, 2002]. The oscillator stage is a Littrow cavity [Silfvast, 1996]. The 

cavity has a gain medium with a mirror at one end and a reflective grating at the 

other. A schematic diagram of the cavity is shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Dye laser resonator.

When light is incident on a grating surface it is diffracted into discrete directions. The 

light diffracted by each groove combines to form a diffracted wavefront. The 

diffraction pattern can be visualized from the Figure 1.8, which shows a light ray of 

wavelength K incident at an angle a and diffracted by a grating (of g r o o v e  spac ing d, 

also called the p i t c h )  along angles pm. These angles are measured from the grating

normal, which is the dashed line perpendicular to the grating surface at its center. 

The sign convention for these angles depends on whether the light is diffracted on the 

same side or the opposite side of the grating as the incident light [Palmer, 2002]. The 

dye laser cavity is a classic Littrow cavity formed by mirror on one side of the cavity 

and the diffraction grating on the other end.
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Grating Normal

The relationship for a simple reflection grating is expressed by the grating equation,

m GA = d (S  (1-17)

which governs the angles of diffraction from a grating of groove spacing d. Here mg is 

the diffraction order (or spectral order), which is an integer,a and p are the angles of 

incidence and diffraction respectively. For a particular wavelength A,, all values of mg 

for which Im^A/dl < 2 correspond to physically realizable diffraction orders. In

Littrow configuration the angle of incidence of light is same as angle of refraction and 

hence the equation reduces to,

m GA, = 2dS (1.18)
From equation 1.17, for specular reflection (rriQ=0 or zero order), the diffraction

grating acts like a mirror i.e. p = - a and hence the wavelengths are not separated. 

This reflected light, which is of little use, could be transferred from the zero order to 

higher order, or in other words could be sent in any other direction than the specular 

direction. Such gratings are called as blazed gratings and the angle co in Figure 1.9 is 

called as the ‘blaze angle’ [Richardson Gratings, 2004a;b]. The equation for blazed 

grating in the Littrow configuration is given as,

m GA = 2dSi (1-19)
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Figure 1.9: Littrow condition for blazed grating.

From equation 1.19 it can be noted that for a particular grating order, varying the 

angle of incidence can vary the wavelength. In the dye laser, a DC motor rotates the 

grating by a small angle to achieve the purpose. For 589 nm the grating order is 5 

while for 372 nm the grating order is 8. Using equation 1.19, for 589 nm and 372 nm 

and then taking their ratio we get,

Sin co,

Sina)2
= 0.9895 (1.20)

where co-| is the angle for 589 nm and cc>2 is the angle for 372 nm. Consider that co-| is 

45° then C02 will be 45.6°. i.e. a change of 0.6°. Now consider that the grating 

operates at the same order (say 5) for all the wavelengths. Now,

Sin co.

Sinco2
= 1.583 (1.21)

using equation 1.21 and for oo-j of 45° t02 will be 26.5° i.e. a change of 18.5°. So the

grating equation is used to limit the range of angles required to tilt the grating to tune 

the laser. This is important for the mechanics of the system as it limits the amount of 

tilting of the grating. The laser cavity equation can be given as,

„ 21
A = ----- (1.22)

m c

where / is the length of the laser cavity, and m c  is an integer called as the longitudinal

cavity mode. Thus only those modes exist in the laser cavity, for which length of the 

cavity equals an integral multiple of half wavelength. Mathematically any wave with a
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wavelength that satisfies equation 1.22 will exist in the cavity. For a nominal cavity 

length of 125 cm, mc = 1 suggests light with a wavelength of 250 cm would exist in the

oscillator cavity. However electromagnetic waves with wavelength of 250 cm are not 

light but radio waves. Visible light has wavelengths from 400 nm to 700 nm with 

associated longitudinal cavity modes in the range (6250000 - 3571428). Equation 1.24 

also gives the wavelength resolution between cavity modes. Gain medium provides 

optical gain over range 560-610 nm yielding m in the range (4464286 - 4098361). At 

589 nm, m is 4244482.

A+ AA = —— — (1.23)
m +1

A A =  21
1 1 21

m(m +1)
(1.24)

m 1,

Hence at 589 nm, the wavelength resolution would be 0.138 pm. The frequency 

spacing between any two modes is given by, Af = c/2l [Hitz et al., 2001] which equals 

120 MHz.

1.7. Tuning drift

Consider a laser tuned to an atomic spectral line of frequency at vq with a 

corresponding wavelength Aq . The relation between wavelength and frequency is given 

as,

* o = —  (1-25)
nv  o

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n is the refractive index of the medium. 

The laser wavelength in the cavity is established by the geometry of the Littrow cavity 

(equations 1.19 and 1.22). If the refractive index of air changes, while the geometry of 

the laser cavity remains unaltered, Aq  remains unchanged since neither the angle of

the diffraction grating, the grating order, nor the length of the cavity change. 

Consequently, v q  changes to a new value v  and the laser loses its resonance. This is

what we term as tuning drift. The tuning drift highlights the wave-particle duality of 

light. The laser cavity is understood as a classic wave interference device, where the
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spatial geometry of the cavity defines the resonant wavelength. The frequency of the 

light defines the energy (and color) of the photons and the strength of the resonance 

interaction with the target atoms in the atmosphere. Once the light leaves the laser 

cavity the wavelength varies with the refractive index of air, while the frequency (and 

color) remain constant. From equation 1.1 if the color of the light changed it would 

mean the photons of the light were gaining or losing energy. So the laser beam may 

bend as the refractive index changes along it’s path but the color of the beam remains 

unchanged. In the time it takes for light to travel to and from the mesospheric metal 

layers the refractive index of the air in the path does not change significantly and so 

the transmitted and reflected beams follow the same path.

1.8. Tuning drift due to changes in Temperature and Pressure

The refractive index of air alters due to variations in temperature or air pressure 

inside the laser cavity. The laser remains locked to the same wavelength, since the 

grating order, grating pitch and the angle of incidence are unaltered. Hence during 

the operation of the laser, the frequency of light leaving the laser changes with 

changes in air properties. The index of refraction n for air at 15 °C and a pressure of 

101.325 KPa is given by,

( n - l ) x l O8 =8342.13 +2406030(130-<t2)-1 +15997(38.9- c 2)-1 (1.26)

Where, cr = — and 2 ^  has units in pm. The refractive index of air is related to
K a c

temperature and pressure by the following equation,

96095.4(1 + 0.0036610 
Where, p  is pressure in Pascals, t  is the temperature in °C. The equations 1.26 and

1.27 are taken from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [CRC, 2001]. Figure

1.10 illustrates the variation of Refractive Index (Rl) of air at 589 nm and 372 nm due

to temperature and pressure respectively. Since the laser cavity is a wavelength

selective device the change in the Rl of air causes a change in the frequency of light in

the cavity (Figure 1.11). Consider that the laser was initially tuned to the resonance

frequency vq with a corresponding wavelength Xq. Now, due to changes in the
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temperature or pressure of the air inside the laser cavity the refractive index changed 

from ng to n-|. This change in the refractive index caused the frequency of laser light

to change from vq to v-| (equation 1.28).

To compensate for the drift in the laser tuning, the wavelength of the laser has to be 

changed from Xq to X-| so that the new wavelength returns the laser frequency back to

the resonance frequency vq (equation 1.29).

v o=~T~d-29)
nA

The Figure 1.12 exhibits the wavelength compensation required for the laser to return 

the frequency to the resonance frequency due to the tuning drift with temperature 

and pressure respectively.

With a change in the frequency of laser light due to changes in temperature or 

pressure inside the laser cavity, it is apparent from the Figure 1.3 and 1.4 that the 

backscattering cross section of atomic Na reduces. This reduction in the 

backscattering cross section results in reduced lidar signal. This simple analysis 

assumes that the length of the laser cavity and position of the grating are constant i.e. 

the geometry of the cavity does not change. If the geometry of the cavity changes due 

to thermal expansion or contraction then the wavelength is no longer fixed and the 

sensitivity of the tuning may increase or decrease. The goal of this analysis is to 

demonstrate with this simple model that the laser tuning and hence the lidar signal is 

sensitive to the environmental changes in the laboratory.
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Variation of R I of Air with Temperature
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Figure 1.10: Variation of refractive index of air with (a) temperature (b) pressure for Na at 

589 nm and Fe at 372 nm.
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Variation in Frequency due to Temperature
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Figure 1.11: Variation of frequency of the laser light with (a) temperature (b) pressure for 

Na at 589 nm and Fe at 372 nm.
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Wavelength Compensation with Temperature
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Figure 1.12: Wavelength compensation required for the laser light with (a) temperature (b) 

pressure for Na at 589 nm and Fe at 372 nm.
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Figure 1.13 exhibits Na tuning measurements from the night of October 30, 2001. 

Three tuning measurements were taken at 0016 LST, 0056 LST and 0125 LST over the 

course of a night of lidar observations The figure illustrates that the laser tuning 

wavelength for Sodium drifted -3 pm to smaller values during the night. This is 

consistent with an increase in refractive index during that period, which suggests that 

the temperature in the laser cavity decreased by about 6°C or that the pressure in the 

laser cavity increased by about 1865 Pa.
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Figure 1.13: Wavelength compensation for the tuning drift on the night of October 30, 

2001.

1.9. Current Laser Tuning Method

Currently the sodium laser is tuned in an open-loop fashion. At the start of an 

observation period a Hallow Cathode Lamp (HCL) is used to tune the laser to the 

sodium resonant frequency. As the observations progress the data acquisition program 

reports the resonance to Rayleigh ratio (equation 1.16) for each lidar profile in real

time. The operator monitors this ratio. This ratio will drop if the sodium concentration 

decreases or if the laser is detuned from the resonance frequency (equation 1.14). 

When the operator notices a drop in the ratio, the data acquisition is interrupted and
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the operator retunes the laser. Once the laser is retuned the operator resumes the 

observations.

While this method of maintaining the frequency tuning of the lidar works, it depends 

on the diligence of the human operators over the course of the observation period. 

The primary goal of this thesis is to develop an instrumentally based closed-loop 

control system, so that the laser is retuned automatically at regular intervals during 

the observation. While the system in this thesis is designed for improving sodium lidar 

studies, the controller is a flexible microcontroller-based system that can be adapted 

for use with detectors other than the HCL and thus support observations of other 

atmospheric species (e.g. iron, ionized molecular nitrogen).

1.10. The Goal of this Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to design, implement and validate a microcontroller based 

closed-loop tuning control system for the dye laser. The tuning controller is 

specifically designed to employ a HCL and maintain the laser tuning at the sodium

resonance frequency (v = 5.09 x 10^4 Hz, X = 589 nm). However, the microcontroller- 

based system is designed so that it can interface with other optical sensors.

In carrying out this work I characterized the performance of the Na HCL. I designed 

and built the analog electronic interface between the HCL and the microcontroller. I 

designed and built the microcontroller system. I wrote the assembly language code to 

allow the user and the microcontroller communicate and the microcontroller and the 

laser communicate. Finally I conducted the tests that demonstrated that the system 

works as designed.

This thesis is laid out as follows. In chapter 2 I present the operation and 

characterization of the Na HCL. In chapter 3 I present the hardware design of the 

closed-loop tuning-controller. In chapter 4 I present the software design of the closed- 

loop tuning-controller. In chapter 5 I present the system tests and validation. In 

chapter 6 I present my conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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2. Optogalvanic Spectroscopy

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the fundamentals of the Optogalvanic effect and how it is 

used to control the frequency (or wavelength) tuning of the tunable dye laser. While 

the microcontroller-based tuning-control system is designed to support a variety of 

optical sensors, in this thesis we choose sodium Hollow Cathode Lamp (HCL) as the 

optical sensor. HCLs are usually employed in emission mode as a spectral reference 

source in chemical studies. In this application we use the HCL in absorption mode 

where the HCL produces a current pulse that has maximum amplitude when the laser 

frequency corresponds to the sodium resonance frequency. We also discuss the 

operational principles of Hollow Cathode Lamps (HCLs). In this chapter we describe 

the principles of operation of the HCL and the electronic circuitry used to make the 

HCL operate as a frequency sensitive optical sensor.

2.2. The Hollow Cathode Lamp

HCLs are essentially two electrodes enclosed in a low-pressure filler gas (Figure 2.1). 

The anode may be made up of Tungsten but the cathode is made of the metal of 

spectroscopic interest, which is Na in our case. Accordingly the HCL is termed as 

'Sodium HCL’ (Na HCL). The cathode is designed as a hollow tube to maximize the 

probability of redeposition on the cathode. The filler gas may be either Argon or Neon. 

The inert filler gas prevents the cathode metal from coating the wall as collisions

Figure 2.1: Hollow cathode lamp.
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between the metal atoms and filler gas atoms keep the atomic metal cloud localized 

and reduces the condensation of metal on the external glass wall of the lamp.

The high DC bias voltage applied across the electrodes ionizes the filler gas. The 

positive filler gas ions that form at the anode are accelerated to the negative cathode. 

These ions dislodge metal atoms that are excited with the metastable filler gas atoms. 

This is also called as sputtering. In Na HCL, this sputtering creates a vapor of Na atoms 

inside the discharge.

2.2.1. The optogalvanic mechanism

The voltage-current (or V-l) characteristics describing the different regimes for a low- 

pressure discharge between two flat parallel plate electrodes is shown in Figure 2.2. 

a-b: This is the background ionization stage where the electric field applied across the 

electrodes sweeps out the ions and electrons created by ionization of 

background radiation. These migrating ions and electrons produce a weak 

current.

b-c: In this regime, all the electrons and ions are swept out thus saturating the 

current. The value of this current depends on the strength of the background 

radiation.

c-d: A few electrons are originally present due to cosmic (or ionizing) radiation. These 

free electrons gain energy from the electric field and ionize neutral atoms in 

their path before they reach the anode. Thus the initial electrons generate more 

free electrons and free ions between the plates. These ions accelerate toward 

the cathode and collide with the cathode dislodging more electrons, which are 

termed secondary electrons. These secondary electrons are accelerated by the 

electric field toward the anode and experience ionizing collisions with neutral 

atoms in their path. Thus more electron-ion pairs are created and the discharge 

current increases. Since hardly any light is emitted from the discharge this 

regime is referred to as "dark discharge” or 'Townsend discharge”.
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Current (Amperes)

Figure 2.2: V-l characteristics of gas discharge between flat parallel plates.

d-e: At point d, which is the breakdown voltage, the generation of charge avalanche 

changes the discharge mode. Thus the voltage across the discharge drops as the 

discharge now acts like a conductor rather than like an insulator. The discharge 

enters a new regime called the subnormal glow discharge. The current is limited 

by the internal resistance of the power supply. If the power supply resistance is 

very high, the discharge is unable to draw current enough to breakdown the gas 

and the discharge will stay in the Townsend regime. If the power supply 

resistance is low enough, the current increases eventually and the gas 'ignites’.

e-f: In this regime a visible luminescence is produced and discharge is now operating 

in a normal glow regime. This whole process requires the DC power supply to 

provide high voltage and low current to breakdown and ignite the gas [Collins et 

al., 1999]. It should also provide low voltage and high current as required by the 

gas to maintain the glow discharge. As the current is allowed to increase (by 

changing the value of the power supply resistance) the voltage across the 

discharge stays constant. In the normal glow region only a small portion of the
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cathode area is used to achieve the current. As the current is increased the 

discharge is forced to utilize more cathode surface area. When all of the cathode 

surface area is used it results in saturation of the current and the discharge 

reaches the end of the normal glow region, 

f-g: When no more free surface is left on the cathode, the current is increased by 

increasing the voltage, hence extracting more electrons from unit surface area. 

The discharge is said to be operating in the abnormal glow region [Raizer, 1991]. 

g-h: At point g, the electrodes become sufficiently hot that the cathode emits 

electrons thermionically. If the power supply resistance is sufficiently low, the 

discharge will enter this arc regime.

While OGE can be observed in both the Townsend and the arc discharge regimes, it is 

the normal glow discharge regime that is used in spectroscopic studies. Thermal 

effects play an important role in arc discharge. The low-pressure glow discharge 

displays the nice spectroscopic property where the atomic excitation in a glow 

discharge is not related to the gas temperature but results directly from the electron 

energy generated by the electric field. The HCLs work in the normal glow discharge 

regime. Initially a high voltage is applied across the electrodes and the discharge is 

ignited. The internal resistance of the power supply is adjusted so that after ignition 

the discharge operates in the normal glow regime and hence the current supplied to 

the HCL decides its bias point in the normal glow region.

2.2.2. Schematic diagram of dark and luminous zones in a glow discharge

The glow discharge is characterized by a series of alternating dark and luminous 

regions. Figure 2.3 shows a typical appearance of a low-pressure glow discharge in a 

cylindrical tube. The appearance and properties of the glow discharge vary under 

different conditions. Electrons extracted from the cathode are at low energies, which 

is not sufficient to excite atoms. This results in a formation of a narrow region at the 

cathode, called as the "Aston dark space”. These electrons then gain sufficient energy 

from the electric field and a thin, weakly luminous layer called the cathode glow
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appears. The energy of the accelerated electrons then increases beyond the maxima 

for atomic excitation and hence the excitation cross sections decreases. The electrons 

cease to excite atoms and the cathode dark space (also called the Crookes space) is 

formed. In this region, the ionization of the atoms predominantly takes place resulting

Aston dark cathode Faraday dark anode dark
space dark space space space

i I I

~ \

I t i
cathode negative glow positive column anode glow

layer

Figure 2.3: Spatial distribution of dark and luminous zones.

in a strong electron multiplication. The newborn ions move much slowly and a large 

positive space charge builds up. The electron flux gets fairly large at the end of the 

layer where the field is no stronger and progressively continues to fall. The electrons 

have moderately high energies and the negative glow appears. A sharp increase in the 

luminosity characterizes the boundary of the negative glow. The electron energy now 

progressively decreases with increasing distance from the cathode and new dark 

region develops after the negative glow, called the Faraday dark space. Just beyond 

the Faraday dark space there is a new luminous region, called the positive column, 

characterized by uniform luminosity or by regular striated zones. The motion of 

electrons in this region is essentially random in nature. The region contains some 

energetic electrons, which excite the atoms and generate the luminescence in the 

column. In proximity to the anode, the anode repels the ions but attracts the 

electrons from the column. Thus the electrons from the positive column cross a new 

dark region before they reach the anode. Thus a negative space charge region is
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formed resulting in anode glow. The nature of the gas, its pressure, the geometry of 

the cell, the separation of the electrodes, their size and their material, are the 

parameters that can change the appearance of the glow discharge. For instance, when 

the distance between the cathode and the anode is reduced (keeping the current 

constant), the axial length of the cathodic region remains unchanged, while the 

positive column length is progressively reduced. If the anode is brought so close to the 

cathode that it enters the negative glow, the positive column may disappear 

completely. The hollow cathode discharge is a particular kind of glow discharge with 

an enlargement of the negative glow region as one of its main characteristics. If the 

distance between the two electrodes is quite small with respect to their typical 

dimensions, the two negative glows coalesce into a single high-intensity negative glow.

2.3. Basic Idea behind the HCL signal generation

When a laser radiation is incident on a self-sustained gaseous discharge, matched to 

the specific resonance transition (either atomic or molecular) of the gas within the 

discharge, the electrical properties of the discharge change. This change is observed 

as an increase or decrease in the conductivity of the discharge and is known as "the 

optogalvanic effect” (OGE) [Barbieri et al., 1990]. This is the principle behind the HCL 

signal generation. The changes due to OGE can be readily converted into an electrical 

signal and hence requires relatively simple optics [Cha et al., 1993].

The system is in a state of equilibrium before the introduction of laser light. If the 

frequency of the laser light that is introduced in the HCL matches the spectral line of 

the cathodic material, Na in our case, more metal atoms absorb the photons from the 

laser light and reach their excited state. These excited atoms are more easily ionized 

yielding largest current. The laser light interacts with a population of metal atoms 

having different velocities. At resonance the laser light interacts with a more number 

of metal atoms (those at rest or moving orthogonal to the laser beam) generating 

largest current value. If the frequency of laser light is changed by a small amount, 

fewer metal atoms experience a resonance interaction generating fewer excited 

atoms. These fewer excited atoms generate a smaller current. If the frequency is
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changed by a large amount, no metal atoms are excited and thus there is no increase 

in current. Thus varying the frequency of the laser light over a narrow range gives rise 

to variation in the current through the HCL.

One of the advantageous properties of a hollow cathode discharge is the strong 

electric field in the cathodic region, which accelerates ions against the cathodic 

surface, producing very effective sputtering at high current values. In this way the 

discharge can be used as a source of refractory elements. Electron heating effects are 

important in the case of a hollow cathode discharge when the atoms sputtered from 

the cathode are excited by laser radiation. Two types of broadening mechanisms are 

involved namely Doppler and pressure broadening. Doppler broadening is caused due 

to Kinetic or Brownian motion of atoms that have a Maxwellian velocity distribution 

and move toward and away from the laser source. The atom only interacts with light 

that matches the resonance frequency in the rest frame of the atom. An atom moving 

towards the photon absorbs at shorter wavelength (in the frame of the laser source) 

and that moving away from the photon absorbs light at longer wavelengths (in the 

frame of the laser source). Doppler broadening increases with increase in temperature 

as the kinetic velocities of the atoms increase. Atomic collisions also serve increase 

the spectral width of the absorption lines. The collision rate increases as the pressure 

of the filler gas increases. The collision rate acts as a frequency broadening effect and 

the broadening mechanism is called pressure broadening [e.g. Silfvast, 1996].

2.4. HCL power supply

The power supplies used for glow discharge have two distinct functions:

1. Provide higher breakdown voltage required to ignite the gas. In our case the 

power supply provides -380 V initially.

2. After ignition, provide a much higher variable current at lower operating 

voltage to set bias current in lamp once the Na discharge is established. Once 

ignited the lamp operates at -160 V and at a current of-5-15 mA in our case.

The V-l characteristics of the gas breakdown need to be studied before designing the 

power supply for a particular type of hollow cathode lamp.
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Figure 2.4 shows the HCL power supply employed at PFRR. The AC-DC converter 

generates a 380 V DC output. The MPSU10 transistors are employed in a Darlington 

configuration to facilitate the ignition of the gas. The Darlington pair acts as a series 

pass transistor in the regulator. The LM317 is used as a current regulator. LM317 

generates a constant 1.25 V between Vout and ADJ terminals. Hence the resistance 

decides the magnitude of current supplied by LM317. The HCL is connected in between 

the points B and A in Figure 2.4. Point B is forcefully grounded. The power supply is a 

floating current source. The anode of the HCL connects to B and the cathode connects 

to A. The current through the HCL can be controlled using a dial on the front panel 

that varies the 200 ohms (R6) potentiometer. The power supply is designed in such a 

way that initially it provides 380V to the hollow cathode lamp. This voltage is 

sufficient to ignite the gas. Once ignited the potentiometer setting of the current 

regulator decides the point in the glow regime where the lamp operates. Once in glow 

region the power supply can source currents from 5-20 mA. In the glow region, the 

voltage across the lamp is about 160V. The Zener diode controls the current drive to 

the series pass transistor so as to achieve a desired voltage across the lamp after 

ignition. Any change in current due to the introduction of laser pulse in the HCL,

Figure 2.4: Na HCL power supply.
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appears as a voltage pulse across the 4.7 k (R8) resistance in series with the HCL and 

can be observed on the scope. Thus a frequency change in the laser light is 

transformed into an impedance change in the HCL, which is then transformed into a 

voltage change. This voltage change can be observed on the oscilloscope or captured 

by an analog-to-digital converter and is called HCL signal.

2.5. HCL Signal Testing

The experimental set up used to characterize the operation of the Na HCL is shown in 

Figure 2.5. The laser system is composed of two lasers and was described in Chapter 1. 

A photograph of the set up is shown in Figure 2.6. The excimer laser output (at 308 

nm) is used to pump the tunable dye laser. The tunable dye laser creates light in a 

wavelength band defined by the particular dye used in the laser. In this study we use 

Rhodamine 6G dissolved in methanol that is expected to yield laser radiation in the 

570-605 nm wavelength range [Brackmann, 1997].

Figure 2.5: Experimental setup for optogalvanic spectroscopy at PFRR.



Figure 2.6: Photograph of the optogalvanic setup at PFRR.
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Figure 2.7: Variation of output power with wavelength for Scanmate 2 dye laser.
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Figure 2.7 shows a measurement of the power output of the Scanmate 2 dye laser as a 

function of wavelength that was observed on January 13, 2004. The excimer laser was 

operated at 5 Hz with pulse energy of 237 mJ/pulse. Figure shows that the laser 

indeed transmits light over the 570-605 nm wavelength range. The peak of the laser 

emission is at 581 nm with an FWHM of 25 nm (573-598 nm). From Chapter 1 we know 

that at any wavelength setting the linewidth of the laser is - 3 pm. A small fraction of 

the laser beam (-5%) is directed axially into the HCL. The synchronization output 

signal from the excimer laser is given as a trigger signal to the oscilloscope. The 

excimer laser generates this synchronization signal when the laser is fired. Using a 

beam splitter, part of the dye laser beam is fed axially to the HCL, which can clearly 

be seen in the picture above (Figure 2.6). The HCL is concealed in an outer sheath for 

mechanical protection. As the laser beam is introduced, the Na atoms in HCL absorb 

the photons and are excited. As the laser is tuned closer to the resonance frequency of 

the Na atoms, more Na atoms are excited to higher energies and thus are more easily 

ionized. This increases the current through the HCL. At the end of the laser pulse the 

system regains its equilibrium. Thus the laser pulse produces a current pulse in the 

HCL that is converted into a voltage signal in the HCL power supply and current 

sensing circuit. The voltage signal is then monitored on a digitizing oscilloscope 

(Agilent 54622A) and recorded to a floppy disk.

2.6. The HCL Signal

The Na HCL voltage signal (or pulse) is plotted as a function of time in Figure 2.8. It 

can be seen that the pulse width is less than 10 ps and has a width of 4.32 ps FWHM. 

The rise time is 1 ps. The laser synchronization output trigger signal (termed Excimer 

Trigger) and the Na HCL voltage signal (termed Signal) are plotted as a function of 

time in Figure 2.9. The trigger signal is 15ps in duration. The HCL signal starts 2 ps 

after the trigger signal, and falls to half its maximum value about 10 ps before the 

trigger ends. The HCL signal also drifts below the power supply ground since the DC 

power supply is a floating current source.
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Figure 2.8: Typical HCL signal at resonance.
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Figure 2.9: The time dependence of HCL signal (termed Signal and plotted dashed against 

the right axis) and the laser sync out trigger (termed Excimer Trigger and 

plotted solid against the left axis).
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There is always an occurrence of a small transient HCL signal for wavelengths that are 

much shorter and much longer than the resonance wavelength (i.e. off-resonance 

wavelengths). This signal is plotted in Figure 2.10 as a function of time. This pulse 

vanishes when the laser beam is blocked from entering the HCL. The amplitude of this 

off-resonance pulse is independent of the ambient discharge current but increases 

with the energy of the laser pulse. The amplitude of this pulse (17 mV) is smaller than 

the resonance HCL signal (49 mV) and is narrower (1.66 p.s FWHM) than the signal at 

resonance (4.32 |is FWHM).
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Figure 2.10: HCL signal at longer wavelength (589.031 nm) and shorter wavelength 

(589.012 nm) than resonance wavelength (589.023 nm).

2.7. Variation of HCL signal with laser wavelength, laser pulse energy and ambient 

HCL current.

The HCL signal amplitude depends on the following parameters: laser wavelength, 

laser pulse energy and the ambient HCL bias current. We discuss each of these 

parameters individually.

HCL Signal
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2.7.1. Laser wavelength

The HCL signal at two wavelengths (589.023 and 589.020 nm) is plotted in Figure 2.11. 

The variation of the signal amplitude is clearly visible decreasing from 49 mV to 33 mV 

with a change in the laser wavelength of 3 pm. The Figure 2.12 shows a wavelength 

scan for the HCL. The operator recorded the HCL signal as the laser wavelength was 

varied in 1 pm steps. The amplitude for the signal was then calculated and plotted as 

a function of wavelength in Figure 2.12. The scan has a peak at 589.023 nm 

(corresponding to the HCL signal in Figure 2.11) with a FWHM of 6.3 pm. The offset 

value of -15 mV is due to the off-resonance pulse. In Figure 2.13 we show two 

wavelength scans conducted on the same day. The HCL signal was first recorded (solid 

line) as the wavelength was varied from 589 nm to 589.027 nm. The laser wavelength 

was then reset to 589 nm and a second scan was recorded (dashed line). We see that 

the peak of the scan changes by 2 pm. This change is not due to a change of frequency 

or refractive index but arises due to backlash in the grating motor. Since, the grating 

stepper motor is not absolutely resettable the wavelength setting corresponding to a 

given frequency can change.

Time (micro sec)

Figure 2.11: HCL signal at resonance wavelength (589.023 nm) and a wavelength away 

(589.020 nm) from resonance wavelength
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HCL Wavelength Scan

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

Figure 2.12: HCL signal peak amplitude plotted as a function of laser wavelength or 

wavelength scan.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

Figure 2.13: Variation of HCL signal amplitude with wavelength or wavelength scan. Two 

scans are plotted. The rough sets were conducted using the manufacturer 

supplied tuning control with a resolution of 1 pm.
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2.7.2. Laser Pulse Energy

The HCL signal amplitude varies with the energy of the laser pulse. The energy of the 

laser pulse decreases as the dye ages. This is because the excimer pump beam, which 

pumps the dye, also degrades the dye and so the optical efficiency of the dye (i.e. the 

ratio of the input excimer pulse energy at 308 nm to the output dye pulse energy at 

589 nm) decreases with time. The HCL signals before and after a dye change are 

plotted in Figure 2.14. Clearly the amplitude of the signal increases after the dye is 

changed (from 24 mV to 27 mV). The complete wavelength scans are plotted in Figure 

2.15. While the amplitude of the scans change it is important to note that the center 

wavelength (589.003 nm) and the FWHM (12 pm) do not.

HCL Signal

- 5  0  5  10
Time (microsec)

15

Figure 2.14: Resonance signal before and after a dye change.

2.7.3. Ambient HCL bias current

The sensitivity of the HCL increases with increase in the ambient discharge current 

through the HCL. From Figure 2.4 we see that as the value of the 200 ohm 

potentiometer is decreased the current into the HCL increases. Thus the
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potentiometer setting can be used to alter the ambient HCL current from values of -5 

mA to -15 mA. With a higher discharge current the number of excited rare gas atoms 

also increases. Consequently the number of Na atoms dislodged from the cathode also 

increases. With more Na atoms in the vapor more Na atoms absorb the laser light and 

are ionized. Accordingly the HCL current signal increases. The wavelength scans at two 

bias currents are plotted in Figure 2.16. While the amplitude of the HCL signal 

increases the FWHM of the scan also increases (6.7 pm at 15 mA, 4 pm at 7.5 mA). 

Thus there is a trade-off between the response of the HCL and its sensitivity.

2.8. Effect of HCL Signal Characteristics on Tuning Control Design

2.8.1. Frequency resolution of the HCL

The width of the HCL wavelength scan determines the fundamental wavelength 

precision of the tuning controller. The width of the scan is also dependent on the 

combination of the laser pulse energy and the current through the HCL. A low value of 

HCL current will cause the HCL to saturate at lower laser pulse energy [Cha et al, 

1993]. Two wavelength scans are plotted in Figure 2.17. For the scan measured on 

June 26, 2002 (Figure 2.17a) the FWHM is 13.4 pm, the 95% full width (where line is 

greater than 95% of the peak) is 3.05 pm and the 99% full width is 1.88 pm. For the 

scan measured on February 20, 2004 (Figure 2.17b) the FWHM is 6.4 pm, the 95% full 

width is 1.66 pm and the 99% full width is 0.32 pm. The broadening of the scan on 

February 26, 2002 may be due to the combination of the selected HCL current and the 

laser pulse energy on that day. This highlights the need for the operator to carefully 

set up the HCL before using it as an optical frequency sensor. Recall from chapter 1 

that the width of the frequency scan represents the rms sum of the width of Na 

absorption as well as the width of the laser line. For a Gaussian line having 99% full 

width of 0.42 pm the FWHM is 3.5 pm. Thus if the laser linewidth were 3.5 pm FWHM 

and the HCL response a delta function of zero linewidth, the observed wavelength 

scan would have a 99% full width of 0.42 pm. The example highlights that the 

minimum precision of the tuning controller (regardless of the optical sensor) is defined 

by the linewidth of the laser.
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HCL Wavelength Scan
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before dye change 
after dye change -

HCL #  1706 
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Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

Figure 2.15: Variation in the amplitude of the HCL pulse signal with wavelength. The 

dashed curve is the wavelength scan for aged (or old) dye in the laser. The 

solid curve is the wavelength scan for fresh (or new) dye in the laser.

HCL Response for different currents

E
fJmaoo_V}

X

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

Figure 2.16: HCL peak amplitude plotted as a function of laser wavelength at a current of 

7.5 mA and 15 mA through the HCL.
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Figure 2.17: HCL wavelength resolution.

Hou [2002] measured laser linewidths in the range of 2.5 pm to 3.7 pm suggesting 95% 

full widths of 0.68 pm to 1 pm and 99% full widths of 0.3 pm to 0.44 pm. If we choose 

a wavelength increment of < 0.3 pm we are certain of tuning the laser within the 99% 

full width of the resonance frequency. Figure 2.17 illustrates the wavelength 

resolution of the HCL. The wavelength scan performed on June 26, 2002 (Figure 2.17a) 

has an FWHM of 13.4 pm and the scan on February 20, 2004 (Figure 2.17b) has an 

FWHM of 6.4 pm. Hence as the FWHM width is greater for June 26, 2002, the range of 

wavelength for which the signal amplitude lies above 99% of the maximum is greater 

than that for February 20, 2004. The laser tuning with the closed-loop system is 

performed at increments as specified by the user. This is discussed further in chapter

4. If we pick wavelength increments of 0.5 pm we will sample a wavelength within the 

99% full width of the peak.

2.8.2. Capturing the peak value of the HCL signal pulse

Figure 2.18 shows the HCL signal plotted as a function of time. The signal has 95% full 

width of 0.89 ps and the 99% full width of 0.34 ps. Thus in order to record the peak 

amplitude of the HCL signal, we must have an electronic system capable of responding
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to signal duration of 0.89 jxs. There are two approaches to measuring the peak 

amplitude: a peak detector approach and a sampling approach that samples the entire 

HCL signal at regular intervals. In a peak detector approach we require electronics 

that can respond to voltage changes in x/2 (where x is the width of the timing interval 

we want our circuit to respond e.g. 0.89 ps at 95%). In digital sampling approach we 

require the electronics to sample the HCL signal every x/2 samples or at a frequency 

of 2/t samples per second. We discuss these approaches further in the next chapter.

H a  Signal

Time (microsec)

Figure 2.18: HCL signal pulse plotted as a function of time. The pulse width at 95% of the 

peak is 0.89 ps.
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3. Hardware

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter the detailed design of the Closed-Loop Tuning-Controller (CLTC) is 

presented. This chapter presents the hardware of the CLTC. The hardware includes 

analog and digital modules. The analog circuitry is required to capture the amplitude 

of the hollow cathode lamp (HCL) signal and establish a stable voltage signal for the 

digital hardware. The digital hardware based on a Motorola 68HC12A4, receives the 

HCL signal and issues control signals to the laser based on the value of the signal. The 

digital design also includes a software component. The analog hardware design is 

presented first. Then the digital hardware is presented. The software design of the 

CLTC is presented in detail in chapter 4.

3.2. Analog Circuitry Design

The analog module processes the HCL signal before passing it to the microcontroller. 

Figure 3.1 shows the different stages of the analog module. Operational amplifiers (op 

amps) are used extensively in the analog circuitry design.

To

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the analog module.

This analog module comprises of five stages: an Instrumentation Amplifier (IA) 

(Amplifier Stage 1 in Figure 3.1) a high pass filter that removes low frequency 

components in the signal, a second amplifier to further increase the signal amplitude,
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a peak detector which determines the peak amplitude of the signal and a voltage 

follower. The individual sections are described below and the schematics are provided 

in Appendix 1.

The characteristics of the HCL signal make specific requirements of the op amps used 

in the analog module. The two characteristics of most importance are the rise time of 

the HCL signal and the gain-bandwidth product of the HCL signal. The op amps must 

follow the rising HCL signal fast enough to accurately determine the peak of the HCL 

signal. The op amps must provide enough gain over the bandwidth of the HCL signal to 

maintain the fidelity of the HCL signal. The op amps used in the analog module must 

have slew rates that are fast enough to follow the rise time of the HCL signal (- 1|xs) 

(Figure 3.2). The HCL signal after undergoing analog processing is fed to the on-chip 

Analog To Digital converter (ATD) of the 68HC12 microcontroller. This ATD operates in 

the 0-5 V range. Thus the amplified HCL signal is limited to a maximum value of 5 V. 

Hence the minimum slew rate required is approximately 5 V/p.s (5 V/1 |xs). In this 

design op amps with much higher slew rate are employed to ensure faithful 

representation (the fidelity) of the signal at the output. Since the HCL signal typically 

lies within 10-50 mV range, the required op amp gain will be in the 100-500 (5 V/50 

mV - 5 V/10 mV) range. The bandwidth of the HCL signal pulse is determined from the 

Fourier Transform of the pulse signal. The magnitude of the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) is plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 3.3. From the FFT of the HCL 

signal, it is seen that most of the signal lies between DC and 400 kHz (where the 

magnitude of the FFT falls to less than 10% of the DC value). By comparison the half

power bandwidth (corresponding 71% of DC value) is 60 kHz and the half-amplitude 

bandwidth (corresponding to 50% of DC value) is 100 kHz. As a conservative approach 

the signal bandwidth is selected as 400 KHz.
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Figure 3.2: The HCL signal pulse plotted against time. The HCL signal amplitude and rise 

time are indicated on the plot.

HCL Signal

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.3: Magnitude of the Fast Fourier Transform ( | FFT|) of the HCL signal pulse plotted 

as a function of frequency. The FFT magnitude is plotted in arbitrary units.
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3.2.1. Amplifier Stage 1

The HCL generates a noisy, low amplitude signal necessitating an Instrumentation 

Amplifier (IA) at the first stage. An IA offers a high Common Mode Rejection Ratio 

(CMRR), which suppresses the common mode noise at the input from entering the 

system. A FET input stage is used due to its high input impedance. This prevents the IA 

from loading the HCL power supply and the current sensing circuit. Since a gain of 100- 

500 is required, the amplifier is implemented in two stages to avoid sacrificing the 

bandwidth. Since the signal amplitude varies (chapter 2) a potentiometer is employed 

to adjust the gain setting. Instrumentation amplifier INA111 [Burr Brown, 1998] is 

selected for the design. A gain of 3-15 is employed for the first stage. INA111 has an 

internal resistance of 50 K. The gain for the INA111 is given by,

~  . . 5 0  K
Gain =  \-\  (3.1)

Rg

where Rq (Figure 3.4) is the potentiometer used to adjust the gain. Figure 3.4

illustrates the general block diagram for INA111 instrumentation amplifier. In this

design the reference terminal is connected to the analog power supply ground.

Figure 3.4: INA111 amplifier block diagram.
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3.2.2. High Pass Filter

The DC level of the signal often drifts relative to the ground. This drift occurs because 

the HCL Power Supply (Figure 2.4) is a floating current source. Hence the signal is 

passed through a high pass filter to eliminate this offset. This high pass filtering is 

done before the second gain stage to avoid propagation of this DC offset into the 

amplifier. Amplification of this DC offset would reduce the dynamic range of the 

signal. The high pass filter is a second order unity gain Sallen-Key filter [Karki, 2000; 

Karki, 2002; Carter, 2001], with a Butterworth response characteristic (Figure 3.6) 

having a cut off frequency of 15 kHz. Figure 3.5 shows the circuit diagram for the 

second order Sallen Key filter. The transfer function for a second order high pass filter 

is given as,

(3.2)

For a second order Butterworth response characteristic the Q. should be 0.707. The 

resistor and capacitor values are chosen to achieve the required Q. value. Thus by 

changing the values of the filter components the response characteristics can be 

varied (e.g. for a second order Bessel filter response the Q should be 0.577). The 

TL052 [Texas Instruments, 2003a] is chosen for this filter. Figure 3.5 illustrates the 

response of the filter.

Gnd

Figure 3.5: Sallen Key filter.
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Response of the High Pass Filter
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Figure 3.6: High Pass Filter Response

3.2.3. Amplifier Stage 2

This is the final gain stage used to further boost the HCL signal amplitude. The gain for 

this amplifier is adjustable using a potentiometer. The op amp INA111 [Burr Brown, 

1998] that is used in amplifier stage 1 is chosen for the second amplifier stage. Similar 

design considerations as for the first stage amplifier are employed for the second 

stage. The remainder of the gain required to raise the signal level to 3 V is obtained 

from this second stage. A signal value of 3 V lies well below the saturation voltage of 

the op amps for a 5 V power supply. The individual gain of each of the gain stage 

should not exceed 80. The second stage gain is also set using the equation 3.1.

3.2.4. Peak Detector

None of the monolithic peak detectors that were reviewed during the design phase 

satisfied the design specifications. Several op amps were tested (i.e. TL084, MAX414, 

TL3472, OPA2132, LM3900, MAX477, MAX9698, and OP37 etc). Some of the op amps
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had low current sourcing capability at higher frequencies. To increase the sourcing 

capability at higher frequency, a feedback transistor was incorporated in the feedback 

path. The circuit gave high error in following the input and did not sense input 

voltages that were below a certain threshold. Even though some op amps had a high 

sourcing capability for capacitive loads, very good slew rate, and a high bandwidth, 

the resultant circuits proved to be unstable and were prone to oscillation that 

rendered the circuits unusable. Thus a peak detector circuit was built from op amps 

in-house.

The peak detector circuit captures the peak amplitude of the amplified HCL signal. 

This circuit will capture the peak of positive polarity waveforms only. The detector 

can detect negative polarity signals if the diodes in the detector are reversed. The 

peak detector is a sample and hold circuit. A capacitor stores the peak amplitude of 

the signal and is called as the hold capacitor. The selection of the hold capacitor value 

is a trade-off between the response time (charging) and the droop rate (discharging). 

The output of the peak detector is supplied to a voltage follower. A MOSFET 2N7000 is 

used to discharge the capacitor whenever required. AD843 and AD847 are used in the 

implemented circuit [Analog Devices, 1995; Analog Devices, 2004].

The peak detector circuit is shown in Figure 3.7. The op amps used in the peak 

detector circuit have additional selection criteria as compared to that of amplifiers 

and filters. The first op amp (op amp1) should have high current sourcing capability 

for capacitive loads at high frequency. The second op amp (op amp2) needs to be a

Figure 3.7: Peak detector circuit.
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FET input op amp that prevents the capacitor from discharging rapidly. The slew rate 

and bandwidth of both the op amps should be high. The hold capacitor (PDCap) must 

be discharged between successive laser pulses. A MOSFET transistor (reset switch) 

must be used to discharge the capacitor. A MOSFET offers a very low leakage current 

and reduces capacitor loading.

3.2.5. Voltage Follower

As the op amps used in the design are dual supply, they have the potential to saturate 

towards the negative end of their power supply. However, these signals are fed to the 

on-chip ATD of the microcontroller, which would be damaged by negative input 

voltages. Hence a single supply op amp TL3472 [Texas Instruments, 2003b] is used as a 

voltage follower in the last stage to avoid any occurrence of negative voltage at the 

output of the analog module and the input of the ATD.

3.2.6. Reset

The microcontroller issues a reset pulse to discharge the Peak Detector. This pulse is 

applied to the gate of a MOSFET that drains the charge stored by the Peak Detector 

capacitor. In order to minimize the leakage current the reset circuit is implemented 

with a 2N7000 MOSFET [Fairchild Semiconductor, 1995].

3.2.7. Circuit implementation and fabrication

All of the analog circuits were initially assembled on a C.A.D.E.T II® engineering 

breadboard system (E&L Instruments, Cheshire, CT) that provided an integrated signal 

and power environment for testing the circuit design. Once the circuits were tested 

two milled circuit boards were built. The layouts of these prototype boards were done 

using CIRCAD design software (Holophase Incorporated, Davie, FL). The prototype PCBs
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were milled using the T-Tech rapid prototyping-milling machine in the ECE Department 

at University of Alaska Fairbanks. The first board (Figure 3.8a) was milled in January

2003. During the summer of 2003, the analog design was improved where the second 

amplifier stage and the high pass filter were included and second prototype board 

(Figure 3.8b) was milled in July 2003. The analog module was finally tested and 

validated in August 2003. The circuit testing was carried out at the Lidar Laboratory at 

Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR). These tests used the HCL signals generated by the 

laser system.

(b)

Figure 3.8: Prototype analog circuit boards (a) milled in January 2003 (b) milled in July 

2003.

Testing at PFRR also allowed confirmation that the circuit was not susceptible to any 

interference from the laser electronics. The final layout of the analog board was done
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using OrCAD Layout and Capture CIS, (Cadence Design Systems Inc, San Jose, CA). The 

Gerber files generated by this software were sent to Advanced Circuits, (Aurora, CO) 

for the manufacture of the final PCB (Figure 3.9). The dual power supply for the 

analog module is implemented using LM317 and LM337. The design is a modified 

version of a commercial dual power supply (Jameco, Belmont, CA) [Jameco, 2004], 

The dual power supply was assembled in-house with the components provided by 

Jameco.

Figure 3.9: Final analog board PCB manufactured by Advanced Circuits.

3.3. Embedded Controller Module

The embedded controller for the laser tuning system acts as the brain and oversees 

the communication and control between the different sections of the hardware. The 

controller is expected to perform the following tasks:

1. Digitize the peak-detected HCL signal and average over several samples to 

improve the robustness of the measurement.

2. Reset the peak detector before making a new measurement.

3. Accept the synchronization output of the laser as the trigger input to 

synchronize the tuning system with the laser pulses.

4. Communicate with the dedicated computer that controls the laser hardware.

5. Accept input from the user and display the tuning status on a user computer. 

The MC68HC12 manufactured by the Motorola Incorporation (Schaumburg, IL) is
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selected for the design. It has extensive heritage in the Electrical and Computer 

Engineering department at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. Out of all different 

versions of the MC68HC12 available, the MC68HC812A4 version is chosen since it has 

two serial ports that are required to communicate with the two different computers.

The MC68HC812A4 [Motorola Inc., 2002] is a 16-bit controller composed of several on- 

chip peripheral modules. These modules include:

1. 16-bit central processor unit (CPU 12)

2. 1 kbyte random-access memory (RAM)

3. 4 kbytes of electrically erasable, programmable read-only memory (EEPROM)

4. Lite integration module (LIM)

5. Two asynchronous Non-Return-To-Zero (NRZ) serial communications interfaces 

(SCIO and SCI1)

6. Serial peripheral interface (SPI)

7. Timer and pulse accumulator module

8. 8-channel, 8-bit Analog-To-Digital converter (ATD)

9. A memory expansion logic with chip selects, key wakeup ports and a phase-

locked loop (PLL)

The CMD12-A4 development board manufactured by Axiom Manufacturing (Garland, 

TX) is used for the development of this system. It is provided with several on-board 

modules that support the microcontroller [Axiom Manufacturing, 1997]. These are:

1. Two-32Kx8 EEPROM

2. Two-32Kx8 RAM

3. Two RS232 serial ports

4. Reset Circuitry

5. Mode switches

6. On Board Memory Controller (OMBC)

7. A built-in 5V power supply.

Figure 3.10 shows a photograph of the CMD12-A4 development board. The 

microcontroller is visible as a square chip at the center left. The EEPROMs are the two
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rectangular chips at center right. The RAM chips are the two rectangular chips left of 

EEPROM chips. The RS232 interfaces are visible at lower left. The OMBC is the square 

chip at the lower center. The mode switches are the rocker switches at the lower 

center, to the lower left of the OMBC. The reset switch is to the lower circular switch 

to the right of OMBC. The 5V power supply is the collection of components in the 

lower right corner next to the power chord.

Figure 3.10: A photograph of CMD12-A4 development board (see text for details).

The CMD12-A4 board uses a 16 MHz crystal to generate an instruction clock of 8 MHz. 

The CMD12-A4 board uses an on-board memory controller (OMBC) that generates the 

necessary control signals required to access the on-board memory. The operating 

mode of the MC68HC12A4 and the OMBC memory access mode is defined by the mode 

switches. In the default run mode the mode switches are off and the microcontroller 

operates in the normal expanded wide mode. The individual port pins of M68HC12 are 

connected to four dual row 14-pin connectors (P1-P4). The individual port pins used by 

this hardware are described in Table 3.1. The modules used in the design are the on- 

chip ATD, the pulse accumulator module and the two RS232 interfaces.

Figure 3.11 shows the block diagram of the CLTC. The on-chip ATD has eight
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multiplexed channels with an 8-bit resolution. The ATD port pin PADO (channel 0) is 

used to digitize the peak-detected signal. The ATD can be configured for a single or 

continuous conversion (scan mode) sequence. PADO is configured for a single 

conversion mode in this design.

Figure 3.11: The Motorola 68HC12A4-based closed-loop tuning controller.

The standard timer module is a 16-bit, 8-channel timer. The timer module provides 

the pulse accumulator functions for the controller. The Sync Out signal of the excimer 

laser (Figure 2.9) is used as a trigger signal to synchronize the digitization of the peak- 

detected HCL signal with the laser pulses. The pulse accumulator counts the number 

of excimer trigger pulses on pin (PAI) to let the peak detector charge to the peak of 

the signal. The integration of multiple pulses guarantees that the peak detector is 

fully charged and that the peak detector signal is an accurate representation of the 

HCL signal amplitude. The pulse accumulator is a 16-bit counter that can operate in 

either of the two modes: the 'Event Counter Mode’ and the gated Time Accumulator 

Mode’. In Event Counter Mode the pulse accumulator increments the count on a rising 

or falling edge event on the Pulse Accumulator Input pin (PAI). In the gated time
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accumulation mode, if the timer is enabled the timer prescalar generates a clock 

signal. The pulse accumulator counts these clock cycles within a gated time that is 

determined by the input on PAI pin. In this design, the timer is configured to work as a 

pulse accumulator in the Event Counter Mode and counts the number of trigger pulses 

(falling edges) at its input. The port T consists of eight general-purpose I/O 

(input/output) pins (PT0-PT7). The PT7 is the pulse accumulator input pin. The 

direction of these pins (input or output) can be set by the DDRT (Data Direction 

Register for port T) register inside the microcontroller. The pin PTO is used to issue a 

reset pulse to discharge the peak detector by holding the pin high (at 5 V). This pin is 

configured as a general-purpose output to avoid any unwanted voltage from the analog 

circuitry being fed to this pin.

Table 3.1: CMD12-A4 Port Pins (refer to CM12-A4 manual)

Name CMD12-A4 Pin 

Assignment 

Port connector: pin

Microcontroller 

Port Pin

PADO P4 : 3 87 Connected to Voltage Follower

Vssa P4 : 12 96 Connected to the ground of 

Analog Module

PAI P4 : 28 112 Sync Out of the laser (trigger)

PTO P4 : 21 105 Reset of peak detector

Vss P1 : 1 1 Trigger signal’s ground

The communication with the user computer and the dedicated laser computer is 

established over the two RS232 interfaces, SCI1 and SCIO respectively (Table 3.2). The 

user interface permits the user to set the initial system parameters, and also displays 

the tuning status on the hyper terminal during the program execution. The Scanmate 

program provided by Lambda Physik supports a remote mode wherein a remote 

computer (such as a PC or an embedded microcontroller) can control the laser 

hardware directly. This communication will be presented in detail in the discussion of 

the software design.
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Table 3.2: MC68HC12 Serial Ports

COM1 / SCIO Laser PC

COM2 / sen User PC

Figure 3.12 shows a photograph of the closed-loop tuning-controller. The top board is 

the analog circuit board. The bottom board is the CMD12-A4 board. The power supply 

is visible on the left of the two boards. The CLTC operates as follows. The ATD 

converter digitizes the peak-detected signal at an initial wavelength. Depending on 

the digitized value, the microcontroller issues a command to the dedicated laser 

computer to change the wavelength of the laser. The laser computer executes this 

command and turns the grating stepper motor by the appropriate amount. This change 

in the wavelength is reflected as a change in amplitude of the hollow cathode lamp 

signal. The ATD digitizes the new amplitude value that is provided by the peak 

detector. This newly digitized value, which will either be higher or lower than the 

previous one, is sent to the microcontroller again. Depending on this value the 

microcontroller again issues a command to the laser controller to change the laser 

wavelength.

Figure 3.12: Photograph of the Motorola 68HC12A4-based closed-loop tuning controller.
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4. Software

4.1. Introduction

The software for this system is called as 'Tunefine’ and written in assembly language, 

which resides in the external on-board EEPROM. The program Tunefine was developed 

using the IASM12 program provided by Motorola running on a Dell 433/L PC with an MS 

DOS 6.2 operating system. This assembly program (Tunefine.asm) is translated to S19 

machine code using the IASM12 macro assembler. This machine code is finally stored in 

the EEPROM. To communicate with the user on the User PC, the program Tunefine

uses the Hyper Terminal interface provided in WINDOWS 98®. The user is required to 

set the gain of the amplifiers at start as the HCL signal amplitude varies with the 

operating conditions (e.g. age of the laser dye, energy of the laser pulses, HCL bias 

current etc). This is called as the gain setting phase. The operator needs to set an 

appropriate ambient current through the HCL. Then the operator needs to perform a 

rough scan with the Scanmate program, initially, to determine the approximate peak 

wavelength. The gain of the amplifiers should be set at this approximate peak 

wavelength. This will avoid the saturation of the op amps and apparent broadening of 

the wavelength scan that will compromise the wavelength sensitivity of the controller. 

This information is also required when entering the input parameters to the program. 

A gain that will provide the second amplifier output signal of 3V is enough for 

successful operation.

4.2. Microcontroller laser control

The Scanmate software program is resident on the dedicated local computer (laser PC 

in Figure 3.11), which controls the Scanmate 2 dye laser hardware. This program 

allows a remote computer to control the grating stepper motor and hence the laser 

tuning. The remote mode supports two different methods (or modes) for controlling 

the laser, namely the macro mode and the basic mode. In the macro mode the 

software routines provided on the laser computer by the laser manufacturer, (Lambda 

Physik), are directly utilized. In the macro mode the laser tuning is limited to 1 pm
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resolution. The basic mode provides more direct control of the laser hardware. In the 

basic mode, the stepper motor can be moved in single steps. The motor can take a 

maximum position of 1257146 steps. The relation between the wavelength of the 

diffraction grating,/tin nm and the DC stepper motor position (grating position) s is 

given by,

A(nm) = (s x DA  + / m 4.1

where DA equals 7.184353x104 nm/step, Aq is the grating calibration constant

(2265.883 nm) and m  is the grating order which can take value from 3 to 8. From the 

above equation the tuning resolution can be given as,

A A = 4.2
m

The tuning resolution is thus a function of grating order and hence the wavelength. At 

589 nm, the grating order being 5 the tuning resolution is 0.14 pm [Hou, 2002].

4.3. Software Flow

After a microcontroller reset is issued, the program control jumps to the location 

addressed by the reset vector. The program Tunefine is stored from location 8000H 

residing in the on-board EEPROM. The reset vector in the microcontroller is set to 

point location 8000H so that after the microcontroller is reset it starts the execution 

of Tunefine. At this point it is assumed that the operator has set the appropriate gain 

for the amplifiers.

The program Tunefine is launched on power up. Figure 4.1 describes the software 

flow. The microcontroller is initialized to allow it to generate the required chip select 

signals; the COP (computer operating properly) watchdog timer is turned off, the 

register PEAR is initialized to enable the external bus, the register CSCTLO is initialized 

for the microcontroller allow generate the chip select signals, the register CSSTRO is 

initialized to define the amount of clock stretch during the active period of the chip 

select signals and the MISC register is initialized to enable the microcontroller provide 

additional mapping controls that are used in conjunction with memory expansion and 

chip selects. The microcontroller ports that are used by the system are initialized
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart for the control program Tunefine.asm
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which include SCIO and SCI1 serial interfaces, the ATD port. The reset pin is configured 

as general-purpose output. The pulse accumulator is initialized and turned on during 

the program execution. At the start the user is required to initialize the program by 

inputting the initial laser control parameters that will be discussed below. In order to 

ensure that the user does not forget to set the gain, the program prompts the user to 

enter 'y ' the gain has been set. If the gain is not set it can be done now. The 

software requires the user to hit the 'ENTER’ key following every entry. The program 

is now ready to accept the operating parameters from the user. The user is prompted 

to enter the start wavelength (Figure 4.2). This particular feature was added to 

accommodate the fact that the laser wavelength corresponding to the resonant 

frequency changes due to changes in environmental conditions and backlash and 

hysteresis in the stepper motors. If the initial (or start) wavelength were fixed the 

program would not be guaranteed to converge to the peak wavelength. This start 

wavelength should always be lower than the peak (or resonance) wavelength, which 

was determined during the initial gain setting phase, by about 7-8 pm

The program then requests the user to enter the step size (Figure 4.2), which is used 

for the fine increments of the wavelength. At 589 nm a single step of the stepper 

motor results in 0.14 pm of change in the laser wavelength. For Na measurement, 

where the 99% full width of the HCL spectrum is 0.77 pm wide, a choice of 3 steps 

(corresponding to 0.42 pm) is a reasonable one.

After accepting all the inputs, the program now enters the 'scan’ mode. It first 

performs a rough (or a coarse) scan using the macro mode commands to increment the 

wavelength (1 pm increments). The microcontroller then digitizes the peak-detected 

signal. It performs following tasks before actually digitizing the signal.

1. Resets the peak detector.

2. Turns the Pulse Accumulator on and accumulates 14 pulses to allow the peak 

detector to charge.

3. Digitizes the signal using the on-chip ATD.
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The steps 1-3 are executed 16 times and the 16 digitized values are averaged. During 

the software design phase this rather conservative approach was chosen. The peak 

detector was allowed to charge by accumulating 14 laser pulses and this process was

Program for 68HC12 Baser Laser Tuning System

The Program is Case Insensitive
Is the System Gain Set at near peak wavelength ?

Hit Y if you are ready : y

The flow of the program is as below
<1> Enter the Start Wavelength well below peak 
<2> Enter the Step size for basic mode 
<3> Enter Y/N for error in typing
<4> Enter Y/N for another cycle to find the peak wavelength

Enter the Start Wavelength (& then hit enter): 589.018 
Step Size for Fine Set (eg. 03 & then Hit Enter): 03 
Is the Information Right (Y/N & then hit enter): y

Figure 4.2: Program output during the system initialization phase as displayed on the Hyper 

Terminal

repeated 16 times. Thus, at each wavelength, the CLTC processed 224 laser pulses. 

The program checks if the average digitized value for current wavelength is less than 

60H (which corresponds to 5 Vx60H/100H = 5 Vx96/256 = 1.875 V). If it is less than 60H 

then it just continues with the scan and issues a command to increment the 

wavelength and record the amplitude of the HCL signal. Once the recorded HCL signal 

amplitude is greater than 60H then the program compares the average digitized value 

for the current wavelength with the value for the previous wavelength. If the value for 

current wavelength is greater than the previous value, it continues with the scan and 

increments the wavelength again. If the current value is smaller than the previous 

value it exits the rough scan as the wavelength corresponding to the resonance is
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already passed. For each wavelength in the rough scan, the program requests the 

grating position from the laser computer and displays the returned value on the user 

terminal along with the digitized peak-detected signal (Figure 4.3). The $ sign in 

Figure 4.3 indicates that a command has been sent to the laser computer to change 

the laser wavelength.

The macro mode command sent over SCIO RS232 interface to the laser PC should be in 

ASCII format. For example to set the laser wavelength to 589.020 nm using a macro 

mode instruction, the command that needs to be issued is: 

D:OPMODE=SET,GRATING(589.020)<cr> where <cr> means a carriage return and the 

entire message is sent in ASCII code.

As the program executes, it also displays the average digitized value for that 

wavelength in hexadecimal format. The grating position is also displayed in 

hexadecimal format. It should be noted that only the six least significant (or right 

most) digits are of interest since they represent the grating position. After completing 

the rough scan the program displays the grating position for the peak wavelength. 

Thus the controller establishes the approximate value of the laser wavelength 

corresponding to the sodium resonance frequency.

$
The averaged ADC value : 45 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6DO1 
$
The averaged ADC value : 5B 
0000000000000E6D07

Figure 4.3: Program output during the rough or coarse scan of the system as displayed on 

the Hyper Terminal.

The program then sets the grating position a few steps ahead (higher in wavelength) 

and then goes backward (lower in wavelength) to minimize the effect of backlash. 

After this the program enters the precise scan mode. In this mode the wavelength is
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incremented using the basic mode commands. The grating position for the stepper 

motor is incremented by the number of steps as specified at the start of the program. 

In basic mode commands the binary values are sent in a stacked ASCII format, which is 

described in the Scanmate 2 Dye Laser Instruction manual [Lambda Physik, 1997]. To 

change the stepper motor position the following command is sent to the laser PC: 

[S | A16 digits 14 digits 14 digits 14 digits ICR].

S : 1st digit

A : 2nc* digit

Next 6 digits : Grating position 

Next 4 digits : Etalon position 

Next 4 digits : Crystal position 

Next 4 digits : Reserve position 

CR : Carriage Return

From all the four positions we need to set the position for grating only. The motor 

positions for Etalon, Crystal and Reserve are zeros. Here S and A are sent in ASCII 

format and all the motor positions are sent in stacked ASCII format. The motor 

positions are in hex format. Here 0 in hex is sent as ASCII 'A ' and F in hex is sent as 

ASCII 'P \  Thus all the hex numbers are mapped in ASCII from 'A ’ to *P\ The least 

significant bit needs to be transmitted first. For example if we want to set the grating 

position to value 0E6D0C (where 0 is MSB and C is LSB) in hex then the command that 

needs to be sent in ASCII will be: SAMANGOAAAAAAAAAAAAA<cr>.

The status of the laser PC can be requested by issuing a command: [? | S | CR] and the 

system returns [Y| CR] where Y = 'B ’ for busy or rR’ for ready. All the motor positions 

can be requested by [? | A| CR] and scanmate responds with all the motor positions.

As the controller tunes the laser the grating position and the averaged ATD value are 

displayed on the Hyper Terminal (Figure 4.4). To digitize the signal the program again 

follows above steps 1-3. The program checks if the digitized value is greater than 6EH 

(corresponds to 5 Vx6EH/ 100H = 5 Vx110/256 = 2.15 V). If this value is greater than

6EH then it compares the average ATD value for the current wavelength to that for the
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previous wavelength or else just continues with the scan further. The occurrence of 

the first lower ATD value means that we have passed the peak voltage (and thereby 

the peak wavelength) and hence the program decides to stay there till the user 

prompts for another scan. Since the wavelength increments are precise the passing of 

the peak wavelength does not significantly mistune the laser as we have picked a fine 

step size that is smaller than the 95% full width of the HCL response. After the precise 

scan the program displays the grating position for the peak wavelength and prompts 

the user for the next scan (Figure 4.5).

OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6DO8 
The averaged ADC value : 61 
0000000000000E6D0C  
The averaged ADC value : 6F

Figure 4.4: Program output during the precise scan of the system as seen on the Hyper 

Terminal

The Scan is done
The peak grating position from fine s e t : 0000000000000E6D24  

Do you want to scan again (Y /N ): y

Figure 4.5: Program output at the end of the scan as displayed on the Hyper Terminal.

To conduct a subsequent scan, the program does not require the user to re-enter the 

initial parameters, as the controller is now close to the resonance wavelength. The 

program starts with a rough scan and again following the rest of the instruction 

sequence.

The program Tunefine is independent of the program used for lidar data acquisition. 

Hence the user request for another scan should be timed so that the CLTC does not 

interfere with the program for data collection. The CLTC can be used for other opto
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electronic detection systems where the signal is maximum at the resonance with the 

employed positive peak detector system. To be able to use the CLTC where the signal 

is minimum at resonance and the signal level goes negative, the diodes in the peak 

detector should be reversed to capture a negative peak value. The CLTC code should 

also be changed where the code should now check for minimum value. If the opto

electronic sensor generates a minimum signal at resonance but does not become 

negative then the peak detector can remain unchanged but the code should be 

changed to detect for minimum values. During the testing of the circuit it was found 

that the number of HCL signal pulses (224) required to accurately record the HCL 

signal amplitude could be reduced to (112). During testing it was also found that the 

reset circuit that was employed to discharge the peak detector is also unnecessary for 

correct acquisition of the peak signal. In the testing and validation of the circuit that 

will be discussed later in chapter 5, the reset circuit was not employed.
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5. System Tests and Results

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we present the laboratory tests of the Closed-Loop Tuning Control 

System (CLTC). These tests were performed using two different Hollow Cathode Lamps 

(HCLs). The HCL signals were recorded using a 100 MHz Agilent oscilloscope (Agilent 

54622A).

5.2. Scans without laser drift

The first test that was carried out was to confirm the basic operation of the CLTC. 

Initially a wavelength scan was carried out using the Scanmate program. This initial 

scan allows the operator to determine the sodium resonance wavelength to within an 

accuracy of 1 pm. The HCL signal was recorded on the oscilloscope at each wavelength 

and the amplitude of the HCL signal pulse was determined. The results for both the 

lamps are tabulated in Table 5.1 and plotted in Figure 5.1. Differences in the HCL 

responses are evident in the Figures. Both lamps were operated at the same ambient 

discharge current of 15 mA. HCL# 1706 has a larger off-resonance signal amplitude 

(-15mA) than HCL# 0083 (-2mA). However, despite this difference both HCLs show 

similar wavelength sensitivity. The wavelength scan of HCL# 1706 indicates a 

resonance wavelength of 589.023 nm and has a FWHM of 6.3 pm. The wavelength scan 

of HCL# 0083 indicates a resonance wavelength 589.020 nm and has a FWHM of 7.3 

pm.

Once the approximate resonance wavelength was determined, the CLTC was activated 

to scan three times to confirm its operation. The output of the Hyper Terminal 

interface is shown in Figure 5.2. The amplitude of the HCL signal pulse was recorded 

after each scan. The values of the HCL signal pulse amplitude are tabulated in Table

5.2. The amplitudes of the HCL signal pulse is larger after each CLTC wavelength scan 

than it was after the initial wavelength scan that was conducted by the operator.
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Table 5.1: Wavelength Scan of HCL # 1706 and HCL # 0083 on February 04, 

04

HCL# 1706 HCL# 0083

Wavelength

(nm)

Peak of HCL 

Signal (mV)

Wavelength

(nm)

Peak of HCL 

Signal (mV)

589.012 17.000 589.005 1.8000

589.013 16.900 589.010 2.3000

589.018 20.000 589.013 3.6000

589.019 24.900 589.014 5.2000

589.020 32.500 589.015 8.1000

589.021 41.000 589.016 10.500

589.022 46.900 589.017 15.700

589.023 49.100 (Max) 589.018 20.800

589.024 46.900 589.019 25.500

589.025 43.000 589.020 29.700 (Max)

589.026 34.900 589.021 29.600

589.027 29.000 589.022 27.300

589.028 22.400 589.023 23.900

589.029 18.200 589.024 18.000

589.030 17.600 589.025 12.700

589.026 9.1000

589.027 7.1000

589.028 3.9000

589.030 2.4000
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HCL Wavelength Scan HCL Wavelength Scan

E
©
*3

HCL #  1706 
feb 04, 2004

10 15 20 25 30 35

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm) Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Wavelength scan using Scanmate for (a) HCL # 1706 (b) HCL # 0083.

Table 5.2: Peak HCL signal after the CLTC scan for HCL# 1706 and 

HCL# 0083 on February 04, 04

HCL# 1706 HCL# 00083

Scans
Peak of HCL Signal 

(mV)

Peak of HCL Signal 

(mV)

Peak after Scan 1 50.5 37.2

Scan 2 50.2 36.3

Scan 3 49.7 34.0

These results prove that the CLTC is able to tune the laser successfully better than the 

Scanmate program. The wavelengths are determined from the decoder settings of the 

grating stepper motor. These decoder settings are then converted into wavelength 

using equation 4.1. As discussed in chapter 3, the HCL signal is amplified and its peak 

amplitude is detected before it is passed to the Analog To Digital converter of the 

microcontroller (ATD) and is now in the range of -3 V. The ATD amplitude as given by 

the program output is plotted as a function of wavelength as determined from the 

decoder setting for both HCLs in Figure 5.3. The step size of the scans was 3 decoder 

steps. For all cases the peak or resonance wavelength is found to within 3 decoder



Program for 68HC12 Baser Laser Tuning System

The Program is Case Insensitive
Is the System Gain Set at near peak wavelength ?
Hit Y if you are ready : y

The flow of the program is as below
<1> Enter the Start Wavelength well below peak 
<2> Enter the Step size for basic mode 
<3> Enter Y/N for error in typing
<4> Enter Y/N for another cycle to find the peak wavelength

Enter the Start Wavelength (& then hit enter): 589.013 
Step Size for Fine Set (eg. 03 & then Hit Enter): 03 
Is the Information Right (Y/N & then hit enter): y 
$
The averaged ADC value : 54 
0000000000000E6CE5 
$
The averaged ADC value : 6F
0000000000000E6CEC
$
The averaged ADC value : 83 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CF3 
$
The averaged ADC value : 91
0000000000000E6CF9
$
The averaged ADC value : 8F 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6DOO
The peak grating position from rough s e t : 0000000000000E6CF9
0000000000000E6CD9
The averaged ADC value : 3A
0000000000000E6CDC
The averaged ADC value : 3A
0000000000000E6CDF
The averaged ADC value : 3E
0000000000000E6CE1
The averaged ADC value : 43
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CE4
The averaged ADC value : 50
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CE8
The averaged ADC value : 5C
0000000000000E6CEA
The averaged ADC value : 62
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CEE
The averaged ADC value : 6F
0000000000000E6CF0
The averaged ADC value : 74
0000000000000E6CF4
The averaged ADC value : 7F
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CF7
The averaged ADC value : 88
0000000000000E6CF9
The averaged ADC value : 8A
OOOOOOOOOOOOOE6CFC
The averaged ADC value : 8E
0000000000000E6CFF
The averaged ADC value : 8C
The Scan is done
The peak grating position from fine s e t : 0000000000000E6CFF 
Do you want to scan again (Y/N) : y

Figure 5.2: Hyper Terminal program output for HCL# 0083 on February 20, 04 for scan
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steps. The small difference in the decoder values is due to backlash in the dc motor. 

For reference purposes the corresponding wavelength is plotted as a function of 

decoder setting in Figure 5.4. The wavelength values are linear in decoder setting.

Wavelength Vs ATD Output Wavelength Vs ATD Output

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

(a)

Offset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Peak-detected signal versus the wavelength as decoded from the grating 

position for (a) HCL# 1706 (b) HCL# 0083 on February 04, 04.

Wavelength Vs Grating Position

Decoder offset from 945400

(a)

24

^  23CTI
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21J E  

k £  20

19

18
17

Wavelength Vs Grating Position

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Decoder offset from 945400

(b)

Figure 5.4: Laser wavelength as a function of the grating position for (a) HCL# 1706 (b) 

HCL# 0083 on February 04, 04.
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Having confirmed the reproducibility of the CLTC we now consider how well the CLTC 

finds the resonance wavelength after the laser tuning has drifted from the resonance 

wavelength. As we discussed in Chapter 1, the tuning of the laser naturally tends to 

drift with time as the laser operates. Two tests were carried out with two different 

HCLs. Initially, a wavelength scan was carried out using the Scanmate program. The 

HCL signal was recorded on the oscilloscope at each wavelength. The results for both 

the lamps are tabulated in Table 5.3.

The first test was carried out with HCL# 1706. The results of this test are plotted in 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6a and tabulated in Table 5.4. The CLTC was activated to tune the 

laser and the HCL signal was recorded (scan 1). The laser was operated for 90 minutes 

at a rate of repetition of 10 pulses per second (pps) and the amplitude of the HCL 

signal was recorded (drift 1). This signal decreased from 48.8 mV to 43.6 mV (a 

relative decrease of 11%). The CLTC was then activated to tune the laser and the HCL 

signal amplitude increased to 49.5 mV (scan 2). After this second scan the pulse 

repetition rate of the laser was increased to 20 pps and the HCL signal was recorded 

(drift 2). At this increased repetition rate the amplitude of the HCL signal decreased 

from 49.5 mV to 41.3 mV in 60 minutes (a relative decrease of 17%). The CLTC was 

then activated again to tune the laser and the HCL signal amplitude increased again to 

49.5 mV (scan3).

Over the 150 minute interval there is a gross wavelength drift of 3.9 pm (Figure 5.6a) 

which suggests that the temperature in the laser cavity decreased by about 7 °C or the 

pressure in the laser cavity increased by about 2425 Pa (Figure 1.12 (a) and (b)).

The second test was carried out with HCL# 0083. The HCL signals recorded during this 

test are plotted in Figure 5.6b and 5.7 and tabulated in Table 5.4. The CLTC was 

activated and the HCL signal was recorded (scan 1). The laser then continued to 

operate at 20 pps for 210 minutes and the HCL signal was recorded (drift 1). The 

amplitude of the HCL signal did not change significantly over this time interval. The

5.3. Test of Wavelength Scans with Laser Drift
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Table 5.3: Wavelength Scan of HCL # 1706 and HCL # 0083 on February 20,

2004

HCL# 1706 HCL# 0083

Wavelength Peak of HCL Wavelength Peak of HCL

(nm) Signal (mV) (nm) Signal (mV)

589.015 15.400 589.008 3.4000

589.017 15.300 589.010 5.4000

589.018 16.400 589.011 6.9000

589.019 18.200 589.012 10.400

589.020 23.300 589.013 14.700

589.021 30.200 589.014 20.800

589.022 36.000 589.015 27.500

589.023 43.200 589.016 32.800

589.024 44.800 (max) 589.017 34.800 (max)

589.025 42.700 589.018 33.200

589.026 37.600 589.020 22.200

589.027 31.600 589.021 17.300

589.028 25.500 589.022 13.400

589.029 20.500 589.023 9.7000

589.030 17.100 589.024 6.3000

CLTC was then activated and the HCL signal was recorded (scan 2). The HCL signal was 

found to increase from 28.8 mV to 33.1 mV after the CLTC retuned the laser. For HCL# 

0083 there was a net wavelength drift of 1.7 pm which amounts to a decrease in 

temperature of 3 °C or increase in pressure of 1055 Pa. This test highlights an 

important characteristic of the system: while the laser drifted in tuning the energy of 

the laser increased and the amplitude of the HCL response did not change. Since the 

HCL response is a function of both, the laser tuning and the laser energy, monitoring 

the HCL signal amplitude over a long time is not sufficient to guarantee that the laser
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has remained at the desired frequency, and periodic tuning tests should be carried out 

to ensure that the laser remains tuned to the desired frequency. This ambiguity is not 

unique to an HCL-based system but would also be present in a sodium vapor cell-based 

system.

Table 5.4: HCL Signal after the CLTC scans and drifts for HCL # 1706 and HCL # 0083 on 

February 20, 04

HCL# 1706 HCL # 00083

Amplitude 

Of HCL 

Signal 

(mV)

Decoder

Setting

Wavelength

(nm)

Amplitude 

Of HCL 

Signal 

(mV)

Decoder

Setting

Wavelength

(nm)

Scan 1 48.8 945444 589.0247 28.9 945407 589.0193

Drift 1 43.6 945444 589.0247 28.8 945407 589.0193

Scan 2 49.5 945431 589.0228 33.1 945395 589.0176

Drift 2 41.3 945431 589.0228

Scan 3 49.5 945417 589.0208

HCL Signal HCL Signal

Time (microsec)

(a)

B

Time (microsec)

(b)

Figure 5.5: HCL signal after CLTC scans and drifts for HCL# 1706 on February 20, 04.
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Offset Loser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm) O ffset Laser Wavelength from 589 nm (pm)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Peak-detected signal as a function of wavelength for (a) HCL# 1706 (b) HCL 

#0083.

HCL Signal

Time (microsec)

Figure 5.7: HCL signal after CLTC scans and drifts for HCT# 0083.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1. Conclusions and Further Work

We have designed, implemented and tested a closed-loop tuning controller (CLTC) for 

a tunable laser. This system successfully tunes the dye laser precisely and maintains 

the frequency tuning. This new controller has eliminated the need for manual tuning 

of the laser though the system needs initial user intervention (for setting gain, and 

inputting initial wavelength and the wavelength step resolution). The controller allows 

the laser operator to maintain the laser tuning in a turn-key fashion and reduces the 

possibility of operator error. This is very important for operation of the lidar system. 

During lidar system operation the lidar signal levels from the sky fluctuate with laser 

energy, sky clarity and variations in the metal layers. Under these conditions, it can be 

difficult for the operator to determine if the laser frequency has been maintained at 

resonance. The CLTC allows the operator to maintain the laser frequency at resonance 

by issuing simple commands from the user computer at regular intervals.

The initialization of the system at the start of each observation period is a 

requirement that cannot be avoided irrespective of the optical sensor used in the 

system. Given the variability in the laser wavelength setting on start up, the user must 

guide the CLTC to the range of wavelengths within the response of the Hollow Cathode 

Lamp (HCL) response range (± 10pm). Once within the response range of the HCL the 

CLTC can maintain the laser frequency at resonance. The setting of the gain of the 

amplifiers allows the user to optimize the system for a given HCL and to maintain the 

system performance as a given HCL ages or allow for different responses by different 

HCL.

Two circuit implementations are considered: mixed (i.e. combined analog and digital 

circuit modules) and digital. The CLTC is designed using the mixed approach. The 

mixed approach is efficient in usage of hardware resources but required custom design 

of the analog circuitry. The digital approach is not purely digital as there is a need for 

interface circuitry (i.e. signal amplification and filtering) to yield a stable signal from
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the HCL. The digital approach requires a high-speed analog to digital converter and a 

faster microcontroller.

The fundamental tuning precision of the CLTC is a function of the HCL response. The 

CLTC can change the wavelength of the laser by the minimum amount prescribed by 

the mechanical design of the laser (0.14 pm). The performance tests demonstrated 

that the CLTC tunes the laser to within 0.42 pm of the resonance peak which is within 

the 95% full width of peak of the HCL response

Currently the CLTC has not been fully integrated into the lidar data acquisition 

software package. There is no communication between the data collection program 

operating on an independent data acquisition PC and the CLTC. The lidar data 

acquisition program is a MS-BASIC program operating under WINDOWS 3.1 ®. Simple 

integration would merely require both the lidar data acquisition program and the CLTC 

Hyper Terminal interface to run on the same computer operating under a more 

advanced operating system (e.g. WINDOWS 95 ®). The operator would then just 

operate both programs in parallel from different windows. A more complete 

integration of the acquisition and control systems would require the lidar data 

acquisition program issuing the appropriate commands over a serial interface to the 

CLTC. This integration is a relatively straightforward task.
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Appendix 2: M68HC12A4 Code for Closed-loop Wavelength Tuning 

Control

; Equatesl.ASM
; This files should be in the same directory as of the CLTC Code
; as it is addressed in the CLTC Code
; This file provides the nicknames of the Registers
. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Define I/O registers... 
, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

REGBS EQU $0000
PORTA EQU REGBS+0 port A = Address lines A8 - A15
PORTB EQU REGBS+1 port B = Address lines AO - A7
DDRA EQU REGBS+2 port A direction register
DDRB EQU REGBS+3 port A direction register
PORTC EQU REGBS+4 port C = Data 7-15 wide, Data 0-7
;narrow
PORTD EQU REGBS+5 port D = Data 0-7 wide
DDRC EQU REGBS+6 port C direction register
DDRD EQU REGBS+7 port D direction register
PORTE EQU REGBS+8 port E = mode, IRQ and control signals
DDRE EQU REGBS+9 port E direction register
PEAR EQU REGBS+$A port E assignments
MODE EQU REGBS+$B Mode register
PUCR EQU REGBS+$C port pull-up control register
RDRIV EQU REGBS+$D port reduced drive control register
INITRM EQU REGBS+$10 Ram location register
INITRG EQU REGBS+$11 Register location register
INITEE EQU REGBS+$12 EEprom location register
MISC EQU REGBS+$13 Miscellaneous Mapping control
RTICTL EQU REGBS+$14 Real time clock control
RTIFLG EQU REGBS+$15 Real time clock flag
COPCTL EQU REGBS+$16 Clock operating properly control
COPRST EQU REGBS+$17 COP reset register
INTCR EQU REGBS+$1E interrupt control register
HPRIO EQU REGBS+$1F high priority reg
KWIED EQU REGBS + $2 0 Key wake-up port D enable
KWIFD EQU REGBS+$21 Key wake-up port D flags
PORTH EQU REGBS+$24 port H = keypad port
DDRH EQU REGBS+$25 port H direction register
KWIEH EQU REGBS+$2 6 Key wake-up port H enable
KWIFH EQU REGBS+$27 Key wake-up port H flags
PORTJ EQU REGBS + $2 8 port J = Keypad / Serial ctl lines
DDRJ EQU REGBS + $2 9 port J direction register
KWIEJ EQU REGBS+$2A Key wake-up port J enable
KWIFJ EQU REGBS+$2B Key wake-up port J flags
KPOLJ EQU REGBS+$2C port J wake-up polarity
PUPSJ EQU REGBS+$2D port J pull-up/down select
PULEJ EQU REGBS+$2E port J Pull-up/down enable
PORTF EQU REGBS + $3 0 port F = Chip selects
PORTG EQU REGBS+$31 port G = Address lines A16 - A21



DDRF 
DDRG 
DPAGE 
PPAGE 
EPAGE 
WINDEF EQU 
MXAR EQU 
CSCTLO 
CSCTL1 
CSSTRO 
CSSTR1 
LDV 
*LDV 
RDV 
*RDV 
CLKCTL 
ATDCTLO EQU 
ATDCTL1 EQU 
ATDCTL2 EQU 
ATDCTL3 EQU 
ATDCTL4 EQU 
ATDCTL5 EQU 
ATDSTATI EQU 
*ATDSTAT EQU 
ATDTEST EQU 
*ATDTEST EQU 
PORTAD EQU 
ADR OH

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

ADR1H
ADR2H
ADR3H
ADR4H
ADR5H
ADR6H
ADR7H
TIOS
CFORC
OC7M
OC7D
TCNT
*TCNT
TSCR
TQCR
TCTL1
TCTL2
TCTL3
TCTL4
TMSK1
TMSK2
TFLG1
TFLG2
TCO
*TC0
TCI

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

REGBS+$32 
REGBS+$33 
REGBS+$34 
REGBS + $3 5 
REGBS + $3 6 
REGBS+$37 
REGBS + $3 8 
REGBS+$3C 
REGBS+$3D 
REGBS+$3E 
REGBS+$3F 
REGBS+$40 
REGBS+$41 
REGBS+$42 
REGBS+$43 
REGBS+$47 
REGBS+$60 
REGBS+$61 
REGBS+$62 
REGBS+$63 
REGBS+$64 
REGBS+$65 
REGBS+$66 

REGBS+$67 
REGBS+$68 
REGBS+$69 
REGBS+$6F 
REGBS+$70 
REGBS+$72 
REGBS+$74 
REGBS + $7 6 
REGBS+$78 
REGBS+$7A 
REGBS+$7C 
REGBS+$7E 
REGBS+$80 
REGBS+$81 
REGBS+$82 
REGBS+$83 
REGBS+$84 
REGBS+$85 
REGBS+$86 
REGBS + $ 87 
REGBS+$88 
REGBS+$89 
REGBS+$8A 
REGBS+$8B 
REGBS+$8C 
REGBS+$8D 
REGBS+$8E 
REGBS+$8F 
REGBS+$90 
REGBS+$91 
REGBS+$92

port F direction register
port G direction register
CSD chip select page register
CSP chip select page register
CS3/Epage chip select page register
memory page window enable register
memory expansion enable A16-A21
chip select control register
chip select control register
chip select stretch register
chip select stretch register
PLL loop divider value hi
PLL loop divider value lo
PLL reference divider value hi
PLL reference divider value lo
System clock control
ADC control 0 (reserved)
ADC control 1 (reserved)
ADC control 2
ADC control 3
ADC control 4
ADC control 5
ADC status register hi
ADC status register lo
ADC test (reserved)
port ADC = input only
ADC result 0 register
ADC result 1 register
ADC result 2 register
ADC result 3 register
ADC result 4 register
ADC result 5 register
ADC result 6 register
ADC result 7 register
timer input/output select
timer compare force
timer output compare 7 mask
timer output compare 7 data
timer counter register hi
timer counter register lo
timer system control register
reserved
timer control register 1 
timer control register 2 
timer control register 3 
timer control register 4 
timer interrupt mask 1 
timer interrupt mask 2 
timer flags 1 
timer flags 2
timer capture/compare register 0 

; timer capture/compare register 1
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*TC1 EQU REGBS+$93
TC2 EQU REGBS+$94 timer capture/compare register 2
*TC2 EQU REGBS+$95
TC3 EQU REGBS+$96 ; timer capture/compare register 3
*TC3 EQU REGBS+$97
TC4 EQU REGBS+$98 ; timer capture/compare register 4
*TC4 EQU REGBS+$99
TC5 EQU REGBS+$9A ;• timer capture/compare register 5
*TC5 EQU REGBS+$9B
TC6 EQU REGBS+$9C ;■ timer capture/compare register 6
*TC6 EQU REGBS+$9D
TC7 EQU REGBS+$9E ;: timer capture/compare register 7
*TC7 EQU REGBS+$9F
PACTL EQU REGBS+$A0 ;• pulse accumulator controls
PAFLG EQU REGBS+$A1 ;: pulse accumulator flags
PACNT EQU REGBS+$A2 ;: pulse accumulator counter
* PACNT EQU REGBS+$A3
TIMTST EQU REGBS+$AD timer test register
PORTT EQU REGBS+$AE port fr = Timer port
DDRT EQU REGBS+$AF port rr direction register
SCOBDH EQU REGBS+$CO sci 0 baud reg hi byte
SCOBDL EQU REGBS+$C1 sci 0 baud reg lo byte
SC0CR1 EQU REGBS+$C2 sci 0 controll reg
SC0CR2 EQU REGBS+$C3 sci 0 control2 reg
SC0SR1 EQU REGBS+$C4 sci 0 status reg 1
SC0SR2 EQU REGBS+$C5 sci 0 status reg 2
SCODRH EQU REGBS+$C6 sci 0 data reg hi
SCODRL EQU REGBS+$C7 sci 0 data reg lo
SC1BDH EQU REGBS+$C8 sci 1 baud reg hi byte
SC1BDL EQU REGBS+$C9 sci 1 baud reg lo byte
SC1CR1 EQU REGBS+$CA sci 1 controll reg
SC1CR2 EQU REGBS+$CB sci 1 control2 reg
SC1SR1 EQU REGBS+$CC sci 1 status reg 1
SC1SR2 EQU REGBS+$CD Sci 1 status reg 2
SC1DRH EQU REGBS+$CE sci 1 data reg hi
SC1DRL EQU REGBS+$CF sci 1 data reg lo
SP0CR1 EQU REGBS+$D0 spi 0 controll reg
SP0CR2 EQU REGBS+$D1 spi 0 control2 reg
SPOBR EQU REGBS+$D2 spi 0 baud reg
SPOSR EQU REGBS+$D3 spi 0 status reg hi
SPODR EQU REGBS+$D5 spi 0 data reg
PORTS EQU REGBS+$D6 port ,S = Serial port
DDRS EQU REGBS+$D7 port ;S direction register
EEMCR EQU REGBS+$F0 EEprom mode control
EEPROT EQU REGBS+$F1 EEprom block protect reg
EETST EQU REGBS+$F2 EEprom test register
EEPROG EQU REGBS+$F3 EEprom program reg

68HC12 Code for microcontroller based closed-loop laser tuning
controller:
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* Tune f ine.ASM
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* Assembly Language Code for 68HC12A4 Based Laser Tuning System
* Updated and revised: 02/15/04
* Author: MANASI PESHAVE
*  =  =  =  =  Z= =  =  =  =  =  =  ZZ =  =  =  =  =: =  =  =  — =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  ■= =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =

* The flow of the program is as below
* <1> Enter the Start Wavelength
* <2> Enter the Step size for basic mode
* <3> Enter Y/N for error in typing
* <4> Enter Y/N for another cycle to find the peak wavelength
* =========================:=============================================
* Ports used: SCIO (TX AND RX), SCI1 (TX AND RX), ATD-PAD0, Pulse
* Accumulator-PT7 (PAI), PTO
* SCIO used for serial communication with dedicated Laser
* Computer
* SCI1 used for serial communication with User Computer using Hyper
* Terminal
* ADC Port 0 pin ATDO used for digitizing the Peak Detector
* voltage
* Pulse Accumulator PAI pin used for Laser trigger
* Port T pin 0 used for resetting the Peak Detector
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =: = ::::
* The code is stored from location 8000
* Equatesl.asm file includes the nicknames to different registers
* and ports
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

INCLUDE 'EQUATESI.ASM'
ORG $8000
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* AUTO START UP CODE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
START: CLR COPCTL j;COP is off

LDS #$0C00
LDAA #$0C j;enable external bus
STAA PEAR
LDD #$7410 CSP0, CSP1, CSD, CS2
STD CSCTL0 chip selects enabled 

CSP1 is $8000 - $FFFF
LDAA #$15 CSP0, CSP1, CS= 250ns
STAA CSSTR0

CS2 = 500ns (default)
LDAA #$40 CS2 (CS0,1/**3) are 8 bit
STAA MISC

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* MAIN CODE STARTS
★ a - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

;Jump to Init Subroutine

ERR1:

JSR INIT
JSR NXTLN
LDX #INTRO
JSR TRANS1
JSR NXTLN
JSR NXTLN
LDX #HITY ;Prompt the User about gain setting
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NXTCHK3:

TYPO:

COPY:

ERR:

NXTCHK:

JSR TRANS1 
LDY #$2880 
JSR REC1 
LDAA $2880 
CMPA # $ 5 9  
BEQ NXTCHK3 
CMPA # $ 7 9  
BEQ NXTCHK3 
BRA ERR1 
JSR NXTLN 
JSR NXTLN 
LDX #FLOW 
JSR TRANS1 
JSR NXTLN 
JSR NXTLN 
LDX #WAV 
JSR TRANS1 
LDY #$2800 
JSR REC1 
LDX #$2806 
LDY #$2800 
LDAB #$06 
LDAA 1,Y+
SUBA #$30 
STAA 1,X+
DBNE B ,COPY 
JSR NXTLN 
LDX #INCR2 
JSR TRANS1 
LDY #$2883 
JSR REC1
JSR NXTLN 
LDX #ERROR 
JSR TRANS1 
LDY #$2880 
JSR REC1 
LDAA $2880 
CMPA # $ 5 9  
BEQ NXTCHK 
CMPA # $ 7 9  
BEQ NXTCHK 
CMPA #$4E 
BEQ TYPO 
CMPA #$6E
BEQ TYPO ;Check for any errors during inputting
BRA ERR
Program Packs the Ascii input from the user 
LDX #$2883
JSR TWOIN ;Pack the step size
LDX #$280B
LDY #$2660 ;Pack the wavelength
JSR PACK

;Check if user is ready

;Display Program Flow

;Input Start Wavelength

;Copy start wavelength for next scans

; Input the step size
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TOP:

COPY1:

★
HERE:

QQ:

LDAA $2883
STAA $2881

LDX #$2666
LDY #$2660
LDAB #$03
LDAA 1 # Y+
STAA 1,X+
DBNE B ,COPYl
LDAA #$00
STAA $3000
STAA $3001
Program Enters
Rough Scan
LDX #$2668
LDY #$266A
JSR UNPACK
JSR HETOAS
LDX #$280B
LDY #$280C
LDAB #$03
MOVB 1/X-,1,Y
DBNE B, QQ
LDAA #$2E
STAA $2809
LDAA #$29
STAA' $280D
LDAA #$0D
STAA $2 80E
JSR READY
LDX #MSG2
JSR TRANS0
LDX #$2806
JSR TRNS0
JSR NXTLN
LDX #RSINC
JSR TRANS1
JSR DELAY
JSR ACCADC
JSR AVG
LDAA $3000
STAA $3001
LDAA $2320
STAA $3000
JSR NXTLN
LDX #ADC

;Copy packed wavelength for next scans

;Initialize the memory locations for ATD 
;comparisons

;Store ' ) ' and <cr>

;Check if the Laser PC is ready
;Send a Macro Mode Command to Laser 
;PC to change the wavelength

; Iriform the user on User PC about the 
;change in the wavelength by sending a $ 
; sign
;Delay for the HCL 
;Accumulate 16 ATD pulses 
;Average the 16 pulses

;Store the current in $3000 
;and the past in $3001
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STEP: 

MACEND:

CPYY:

JSR TRANS1

JSR UNPKAD
LDX #$2324
JSR TRANS1 ;Display Averaged value on User PC

JSR READY ;Check if Laser PC is ready
JSR QUE ;Request for the grating position
LDY #$2630
JSR REC0 ;Receive the grating positions

LDX #$2630
LDY #$2440
LDAB #$12
JSR ATOH
JSR GTOA
LDAA #$2A
STAA $2492
JSR NXTLN
LDX #$2480
JSR TRANS 1 /Display Grating position on User PC

LDAA $3000
CMPA #$60 ;Is ATD value > 1.875 V
BLO STEP
LDAA $3000
CMPA $3001
BLO MACEND /Compare current ATD value with past

JSR READY /Check if Laser PC is ready
JSR QUE
LDY #$2810 /Request for grating position again
JSR REC0 /This grating will be that for max
JSR ADD /Increment the wavelength by 1 pm
JMP HERE

Precise Scan Mode
LDX #$2810 
LDY #$2400 
LDAB #$12 
MOVB 1,X+,1,Y+ 
DBNE B,CPYY
LDAA #$00 
STAA $3000 
STAA $3001 
LDX #$2810 
LDY #$2823 
LDAB #$06 
JSR ATOH
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HEREl:

LDX #$2828
LDY #$2829
JSR PACKFN

LDX #$2400
LDY #$2440
LDAB #$12
JSR ATOH
JSR GTOA
LDAA #$2A
STAA $2492

JSR NXTLN
JSR NXTLN
LDX #RSMAX
JSR TRANS1
LDX #$2480
JSR TRANS1
LDAA #$20
STAA $2883
JSR ADD 2
LDX #$282B
LDY #$282F
JSR UNPKFN
JSR HTOA
JSR READY
LDX #SETGR
JSR TRANS0
LDX #$2810
JSR TRNS0
LDAA #$40
STAA $2883
JSR SUB2

LDAA $2881
STAA $2883

;Pack the grating positions

;Display the peak grating position from 
;the rough scan

;Increment the grating position by $20 
;steps

;Decrement the grating position by $40

LDX #$282B
LDY #$282F
JSR UNPKFN
JSR HTOA
JSR READY
LDX #SETGR
JSR TRANS0
LDX #$2810 ;Change the grating position by Basic
JSR TRNS0 ; Mode
JSR DELAY
JSR READY ;Check if Laser PC is ready
JSR QUE ;Request for the grating positions
LDY #$2400
JSR REC0
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STEPl:

BASEND:

REPEAT:

LDX #$2400
LDY #$2440
LDAB #$12
JSR ATOH
JSR GTOA
LDAA #$2A
STAA $2492
JSR NXTLN
LDX #$2480
JSR TRANS1
JSR ACCADC
JSR AVG
LDAA $3000
STAA $3001
LDAA $2320
STAA $3000
JSR NXTLN
LDX #ADC
JSR TRANS1

JSR UNPKAD
LDX #$2324
JSR TRANS1
LDAA $3000
CMPA #$6E
BLO STEPl
LDAA $3000
CMPA $3001
BLO BASEND

JSR ADD 2
BRA HERE1
JSR NXTLN
JSR NXTLN
LDX #DONE
JSR TRANS1

JSR NXTLN
LDX #INFO
JSR TRANS1
LDX #$2480
JSR TRANS1

JSR NXTLN
JSR NXTLN

;Display the grating position on User PC 
;Accumulate 16 ATD pulses 
;Average the 16 pulses

;Store the current input in $3000 
;and the past input in $3001

;Display the average ATD on User PC 

; Is ATD value > 2.15 V

;Compare the current ATD value to past

;Increment the grating by user define 
;step size using basic mode command

;Display message that the Scan is done

;Display peak grating position from basic 
; mode



LDX #PROMPT
JSR TRANS1 ;Prompt the user for another scan

BOT:

LDY #$2800
JSR RECl
LDAA $2880
CMPA #$59
BEQ BOT
CMPA #$79
BEQ BOT
BRA REPEAT
LDAA #$25
STAA $2883
JSR ADD 2
LDX #$282B
LDY #$282F
JSR UNPKFN
JSR HTOA
JSR READY
LDX #SETGR
JSR TRANS0
LDX #$2810
JSR TRNS0
JMP 'POP

;Set the grating position ahead to 
;minimize effect of backlash
;Repeat Scan

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Subroutines 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Generate delay for ATD
DELATD: LDAA #$C8
DEL: DECA

BNE DEL 
RTS

DELI:
DELI:

Generate delay for reset
LDD #$FFFF
NOP
NOP
NOP
DBNE D,DELI 
RTS

Accumulate 16 ATD pulses
A t  s t a r t  p u l l  t h e  r e s e t  p i n  t o  0

Reset the peak detector by pulling reset pin to 1 
Accumulate 14 pulses in the Pulse Accumulator 
Digitize
Repeat it 16 times

ACCADC: LDAA #$10 
STAA $2100

;Average 16 values



LDD #$0000 
STD $2000

AGAIN:

STAY:

WTCONV:

LDD #$FFF1
STD PACNT ;Accumulate 14 pulses
LDAA #$01
STAA PORTT
JSR DELI ;Reset peak detector
LDAA #$00
STAA PORTT
LDAA #$40 /Initialize PA for falling <
STAA PACTL /Turn the pulse accumulator

BRCLR PAFLG,$02 , STAY
LDAA #$00
STAA PACTL /Turn the pulse accumulator
LDAA #$00
STAA ATDCTL5 /Start ATD
BRCLR ATDSTATI,$80,WTCONV

LDAA #$02
STAA PAFLG /Reset PAOVF Flag
LDAA #$00
LDAB ADR OH
STAB $2002
STAB $2320
ADDD $2000
STD $2000
DEC $2100
BNE
RTS

AGAIN

UNPACK AND TURN THE AVGED ATD VALUE TO ASCII
Unpack the ATD value and change it to ASCII 
to display it on User PC

UNPKAD:

UNPK:

ZZ1:

LDY #$2321
LDX #$2320
LDAA 0,X
ANDA #$F0
LDAB #$04
LSRA
DBNE B,UNPK
STAA 1,Y+
LDAA 0,X
ANDA #$0F
STAA 1 / Y+
LDX #$2321
LDY #$2324
LDAB #$02
LDAA 1,X+
CMPA #$09
BLS MM
ADDA #$07
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MM: ADDA #$30
STAA 1,Y+
DBNE B , ZZ1
LDAA #$2A
STAA
RTS

$2326

* Average the 16 ATD
* Rotate the v<
* powers of 2)

AVG: LDD
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD

$2000

STAB
RTS

$2320

HETOAS: LDX #$266A
LDY #$2806
LDAB #$06

ZZ: LDAA
ORAA #$30
STAA 1, Y+
DBNE
RTS

B, ZZ

* Change the motor p<
GTOA: LDX #$2440

LDY #$2491
LDAB #$12

ZZZ : LDAA 1, X+
CMPA #$09
BLS MM1
ADDA #$07

MM1: ADDA #$30
STAA 1,Y-
DBNE
RTS

B , ZZZ

GTOAD: LDX #$3002
LDY #$3006
LDAB #$4

Z1: LDAA 1,X+
CMPA #$09
BLS M
ADDA #$07

M: ADDA #$30
STAA 1,Y+
DBNE B, Z1
LDAA #$2A
STAA
RTS

$3 00A
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READY:

*

NXTLN

*
QUE:

*
TWO IN 

SPK:

DWN:

*
INIT:

Check the Status of Laser PC
LDX #STATUS
JSR TRANS0
LDY #$3010
JSR REC0
LDAA $3010
CMPA #$42
BEQ READY
CMPA #$62
BEQ READY
RTS

Carraige return and nextline for display on User PC 
: LDAA #$0A

$2910 
SNDCHR 
#$0D 
$2910 
SNDCHR

STAA
JSR
LDAA
STAA
JSR
RTS

Request the Laser PC for grating positions 
LDX #QUERY
JSR
LDX
JSR
RTS

TRANS0 
#CR
TRANS0

Pack two digit values in packed BCD format
LDAA o,x
SUBA #$30
LDAB #$04
ASLA
DBNE B,SPK
STAA 0,X
LDAA 1,+X
SUBA #$30
ORAA 1,-X
CMPA #$10
BLO DWN
SUBA #$06
STAA o,x
RTS
alize the ports used
TPA
ORAA #$10
TAP
MOVB #$34,SC1BDL
MOVB #$34,SC0BDL
MOVB #$00,SC1CR1
MOVB #$00,SC0CR1
MOVB #$0C,SC1CR2
MOVB #$0C,SC0CR2



LDAA #$80
STAA ATDCTL2
JSR DELATD
LDAA #$00
STAA ATDCTL3
LDAA #$01
STAA ATDCTL4
LDAA #$01H
STAA DDRT
RTS

* Send a single character to Use
SNDCHR: BRCLR SCISRI,$80,SNDCHR

LDAB $2910
STAB SC1DRL
RTS

* Send Messages on the User PC
TRANS1: BRCLR SClSRl,$80,TRANS1

LDAA 0,X
CMPA #$2A
BNE GO
BRA EXIT

G O MOVB 1,X+,SC1DRL
BRA TRANS1

EXIT: RTS
* Receive User Input
REC1: BRCLR SClSRl,$20,REC1

LDAA SC1DRL
CMPA #$0D
BEQ OUT
STAA $2910
BSR SNDCHR
CMPA #$2E
BEQ REC1
STAA 1,Y+
BRA RECl

OUT: RTS
* Send characters to Laser PC
TRANS0: BRCLR SC0SR1, $80,TRANS0

LDAA 0,X
CMPA #$2A
BNE GOl
BRA EXITl

GOl: MOVB 1,X+,SC0DRL
BRA TRANS0

EXIT1: RTS
* Send Numbers to Laser PC
TRNSO: BRCLR SC0SR1,$80,TRNSO

MOVB 0,X,SC0DRL
LDAA 1,X+
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OP:

CMPA #$0D
BNE TRNSO
BRCLR SCO SRI ,.$80, OP
STAA SCODRL
RTS

Receive Input from Laser PC
RECO :

OT:

BRCLR SC0SR1 
LDAA SCODRL

$20,RECO

CMPA
BEQ
STAA
BRA
STAA
RTS

#$0D
OT
1,Y+
RECO
1,Y+

OUT IF <CR>

Delay for HCL response
DELAY:
VAR:
JUST:

LDAA
STAA
LDD
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
DBNE
DEC
BNE
RTS

#$1E
$2901
#$FFFF

D,JUST
$2901
VAR

QUERY: DB ' ?A* '
RS: DB 'D :OPMODE=SET,GRATING(589.015)*'
CR: DB $0D,$2A
STATUS: DB $3F,$53,$0D,$2A
SETGR: DB ' SA* '
SITUP: DB 'SDG*1
MSG2 : DB 'D :OPMODE=SET,GRATING(* 1
MSG3 : DB $29,$0D,$2A
INCRl: DB 'Step Size for Rough Set (Hit Enter) : *'
INCR2: DB 'Step Size for Fine Set (eg. 03 & then Hit Enter) :
LOOP1: DB 'Enter the Loop Count for Rough Set : * '
LOOP2: DB 'Enter the Loop Count for Fine Set : *'
ADC: DB 'The averaged ADC value : *'
RSINC: DB $24,$2A
RSINC1: DB $21,$2A
PULSES: DB 'How many Pulses do you want to accumulate * i
WAV: DB 'Enter the Start Wavelength (& then hit enter) : *'
END: DB 'Enter the End Wavelength (& then hit enter) : *'
ERROR: DB 'Is the Information Right (Y/N & then hit enter) :
PROMPT: DB 'Do you want to scan again (Y/N) : *'
DONE: DB 'The Scan is done*'
INFO: DB 'The peak grating position from fine set : * i
RSMAX: 
INTRO:

DB
DB

'The peak grating position from rough set * «
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HITY:
FLOW:

DB $0D,$0A
DB ' Program for 68HC12 Baser Laser Tuning System'
DB $0D,$0A
DB '=====================================================
DB $0D,$0A 
DB $0D,$0A 
DB $0D,$0A
DB 'The Program is Case Insensitive'
DB $0D,$0A
DB 'Is the System Gain Set at near peak wavelength ?*'
DB 'Hit Y if you are ready : *'
DB ' The flow of the program is as below'
DB $0D,$0A
DB ' <1> Enter the Start Wavelength well below peak'
DB $0D,$0A
DB ' <2> Enter the Step size for basic mode'
DB $0D,$0A
DB ' <3> Enter Y/N for error in typing'
DB $0D,$0A
DB ' <4> Enter Y/N for another cycle*'

PACKFN: LDAA #$03
STAA $2912

RL1: LDAB #$04
RL: ASL o,x

DBNE B, RL
LDAA 0,X
ORAA i,-x
STAA 1 # Y+
DEX
DEC $2912
BNE RL1
RTS

/
PACK: LDAA #$03

STAA $2912
R0L1: DEX

LDAB #$04
ROL: ASL 0,X

DBNE B, ROL
LDAA o,x
ORAA 1,+X
STAA 1 # Y+
DEX
DEX
DEC $2912
BNE ROL1
RTS

/
ADD2 : LDX #$282B

LDAA 0,X
ADDA $2883
BCS NXl
STAA 0,X

changed from 2829 to 282b



N X 1 :

NX2 :

OUTY:
/
SUB2 :

NXX1:

NXX2 : 

OUTY1:
I
ADD:

NXT1:

NXT2 :

OUTYIO:

BRA OUTY
STAA o,x
LDAA 1, -X
ADCA #$00
BCS NX2
STAA 0,X
BRA OUTY
STAA 0,X
LDAA i , - x
ADCA #$00
STAA o,x
RTS
LDX #$282B
LDAA o,x
SUBA $2883
BCS NXX1
STAA 0,X
BRA OUTYl
STAA o,x
LDAA l . - x
SBCA #$00
BCS NXX2
STAA 0,X
BRA OUTYl
STAA o,x
LDAA 1,-X
SBCA #$00
STAA o,x
RTS
LDX #$2666
LDAA o,x
ADDA #$01
DAA
BCS NXT1
STAA 0,X
BRA OUTY
STAA o,x
LDAA 1, +x
ADCA #$00
DAA
BCS NXT2
STAA o,x
BRA OUTYIO
STAA 0,X
LDAA 1, +x
ADCA #$00
DAA
STAA 0,X
RTS

changed from 2829 to 282b 
choose some mem location

; CHANGED FROM $2880 TO #$01

UNPACK: LDAA #$03



STAA $2911
UPPY: LDAA 0,X

ANDA #$F0
LDAB #$04

UNPKK: LSRA
DBNE B ,UNPKK
STAA 1 / Y+
LDAA i,x-
ANDA #$0F
STAA 1/Y+
DEC $2911
BNE UPPY
RTS

!

UNPKFN: LDAA #$03
STAA $2911
LDAA 0,X

UPY: ANDA #$0F
STAA 1 / Y+
LDAA 0,X
ANDA #$F0
LDAB #$04

UNPK1: LSRA
DBNE B ,UNPK1
STAA 1 / Y+
LDAA 1 , - x

DEC $2911
BNE UPY
RTS

ATOH: LDAA 1 , X +

SUBA #$41
STAA 1 / Y+
DBNE B ,ATOH
RTS

/

HTOA: LDX #$282F
LDY #$2810
LDAB #$06

AGA1: LDAA 1 , X +

ADDA #$41
STAA 1 / Y+
DBNE B ,AGA1
RTS

r

DISP: LDAB #$02
STAB 2911
LDX #$3000
LDY #$3002

AAA: LDAA 0,X
ANDA #$F0
LDAB #$04



TURN: LSRA
DBNE B ,TURN
STAA 1, Y+
LDAA 0,X
ANDA #$0F
STAA 1 / Y+
I NX
DEC $2911
BNE AAA
RTS
ORG $FFFE
Fdb START
END
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